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Hon. J. J. HffOLMES': Did not the hon.
member express solicitude for the struggling
farmees whose wives and children were going
-hungry because of the depredations of kangaroos?
Hon. H. Stewart: I did not suggest
touching the central fund for the puqiose.
Hon. J. J. HOLMES: If the hon. member was serious; why not include kangaroos
and eweus?
Hon. H. Stewart; Because it would be a
breach of an honourable understanding.
Hon. J. J. HOLMS: I am not aware
of that. It is idle for Mr. Fraser to argue
that nothing is ever heard of this trouble.
The people out back are so accustomed to
being neglected that they have given up hope
The greater the
ond just battle along.
number of people, the greater the noise they
make; and the greater the noise, the more
they get done. Some of the people to whom
I refer do not receive more than four mails
a year. They are too few to make themselves heard, but they are the people who
suffer.
*Ron. E. ROSE: I support the new clause.
I know something of the great increase of
kangaroos in the North and of their depredations. Not only do they eat the feed out
but in dry seasons they scratch out the roots
of perennial grass-es.
Hfon. E. H. Cray: What are the niggers
ini the far -North to do if the kangaroos
are exterminated ?
Hon. E. ROSE: Kangaroos prevail not
only in hundreds but in hundreds of thousands. There are more kangaroos in the
Kimberleys than cattle and sheep combined.
The new clause is necessary for the protection of pastoralists in the Kimberleys. In
no part of the State are kangaroos breeding
so quickly as there.
What about the
Ron. 3. Nicholson:
co~qt of exterminating them?
Ron. E. ROSE: People have been shooting thema in thousands, bnt they are increasing- faster than the sheep; in fact the sheep
owners are being driven out of the country. Unless something is done to cope with
the menace, the whole of that country will he
muined. I do not know what would have
happened to the Kimbidrley settlers if they
had not taxed themselves for the destruction
of these pests. Only those who have lived
in that part of the country know the extent
to which the kangaroos hare increased, and

the destruction for which they aae respoit
Aible.

Hon. G. W. MILES: This amendment wa
put forward by my colleague, Sir Edwan(
\Vitti'noonm.

Hon. E. H. Hlarris:
apologies for it?
Hon. 6. W. MILES:

Are you makinj
I am not makiNt

People who know Westen
any apology.
Australia will understand what a menni
emus aind kangaroos constitute. I misunder
stood the Mlinister for Agriculture whenI
wvas speakig to him. What he conveyed t(
roe was that he was referring to the centra
Vermin Act. He stated that if the pastoral
ists and 1)rirnkary producers could agree, ar
piut np a vase to the Government, Cabine
would be prepared to bring euros and emu,
tinder the operations of the Act. From wha
f cart gather from utterances of members oi
the Country Party, there is no hope of suet
:inagrenlntbeing arrived at. Somethinj
will have to be done to assist producers ii
the Central and NLorthern Provinces to corn
hat these two evils, With the permission 01
the Committee, I will withdraw the motion t4
insert the new clause.
Newlause, by leave, withdrawn.
Title-n greed to.
Bill rported with amendments.
House adjourned at 8.49 p.m.
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QUESTIONS (2)-LAND SETTLEMENT.
3,500 Farms Sckwe.
Mr. C. P. WANSBROUGH, for Mr.
Brown, asked the Premier:-1, In regard to
the 3,500 farms scheme what measure of
guarantee, if any, did the State Government receive from the Development and
Migration Commission, whose members
made many visits to the area in question?
2, Can a definite assurance be given by the
State Government as to when the necessary
railway construction will be started 3I,if
the report of the disbandment of the Development and Migration Commission by
the new Federal Government proves correct, will this disbandment react adversely
upon the scheme? 4, What provision do
the State Government propose to make
towards subsidising the cartage of wheat
this season for farmers wrho in these new
districts are located 20 miles or more from
a railway centre? 5, If the construction of
the railways in question has been indefinitely deferred, when 'will the settlers concerned be informed of that fact, and what
provision will be made for next year to
cart their auperphosphates. out and their
wheat in? 6, Failing any provision to subsidise wheat cartage thix year or next,
will the previsions of the Land Act as to
forfeiture, covering personal residence and
development, be enforced?
The PREMIER replied -1, No official
guarantee. The visits were made for investigation purposes. 2, No. 3, The Governmeat have no knowledge of any plw.;2osed
disbandment of the Development and
Migration Commission. 4, None. 5, Settlers
have not been promised immediate railway
facilities. The eartage of wheat and superphosphates has always been the settler's
responsibility. 6, Should circumstances be
such as to necessitate settlers leaving their
holdings, consideration will be given to the
question of temporary exemption.
Exemption fronm Taxation.

Mr. LINDSAY, for M1r. Griffiths, asked
the Premtier :-1, Are settlers taking up land
from the Government free of taxation for
the first Aive yearsT 2, 'If so, does he insist
that genuine settlers who fail to get land
from the Government and are forced to
buy from the Midland Railway Company
shall be refused the exemption?
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The PREIHER replied :-1, The many
years' Parliamentary experience of the
bon. member should have been sufficient
to make him fully acquainted wsith the exemptions under the Land Tax Assessment
Act. 2, The position of the settlers who
have purchased land from the Midland,
Railway Company has been frequently before the Rouse and should be well known
to the hon. member.
MANQUESTION-UNEMPLOYMENT;
UFACTURE OF MACHINERY.
Mr. SLEEMAN asked the Minister for
Lands :-1, In view of the unemployment in
the State, will he see that the Agricultural
Bank Act of 1909 is strictly enforced,
which sets out that moneys advanced for
machinery are to be used for machinery
manufactured within the State? 2, If not,
why notT
The MINISTER FOR LANDS replied
1, Portion of the Agricultural Bank Act
Amendment Act, 1909, which deals with
advances for the purchase of agricultural
machinery manufactured in Western Australia was repealed by the Agricultural
Bank Act Amendment Act, 1912. The Agricultural Bank has, ther-efore, no power to
restrict borrowers to the purchase of locally manufactured manchinery. 2, Answered
by No. 1.
QUESTION-POLIOE, JOLLIMONT
SWEEP.
Mr. RICHARDSON asked the Minister
for Police :-1., Is he aware that the Commissioner of Police granted the Jolimnont
Progress Association permission to ran a
sweep on the Centenary, Cup of the 12th
October, 1929, and that after arrangements
had been made to conduct the venture, the
Commissioner placed certain restrictions on
the method of organising it? 2, Is he also
aware that, notwithstanding the association
had the written permission of the Comz'issioner, a subordinate officer seized certain
records, books of tickets and other matter
connected with the sweep under the alleged
authority of a seareh warrant? :3, If so,
will he advise what statute vests the Comnmissioner with authority to authorise the
conducting of a sweep and to lay down
conditions regarding it? 4, Will he also
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advise why the conditions laid down by

girls as well as mentally deficient boys.

the Conamisioncr for conducting sweeps are
not uniform, and why discrimination i4
made betwen organisations in the enforcement of such conditiona? 5, Do the Police
Department intend to complete the execation of the search warrant by laying
charge for the alleged offence against th
Jol imont 1'rogress Association?

hope the religious bodies as a whole will be
induced to take the matter up; it should
not be left entirely to the Salvation Army
and the Roman Catholic church. I desire
to congratulate Miss Stoneman on the work
she has accomplished in drafting the Bill.
Much careful thought must have been involved in the production of such a measure.
However, I hope the House will not pass
the Bill at the present stage. We do not
yet understand the subject sufficiently. As
I have said, we are leaving our doors open
to have the State filled with another lot of
mental defectives. If theie unfortunates;
were prevented from coming here, the measure might do some good. It is a matter that
can be dealt with from an Australasian, but
not from a State, point of view. I urge the
Mfinister to give consideration to the religions organisations which have done such
good work.

The MINISTER FOR POLICE replied:1, Yes. 2, Yes. 3, There is no statutory
authority to grant permission to conduct
art unions, but successive Governments for
a number of years have instructed that no
objection need be taken to art unions for
charitable or other worthy ohjeets. I1,The
conditions are uniform. 5, It is not intended to take criminal proceedings against
the promotors of the art union in question,
but until satisfactory guarantees are r.
ceived that it will he conducted in accordance with the conditions imposed the
pounded documnts 'sill not be returned.

BIL-MENTAL DEFICIENCY.

Question put and passed.
Bll read a third time, and transmitted
to the Council.

Third Reading.

THE MINSTER FOR HEALTH (Ifon.
S. W. Munsie-Hannans) [4.37]: I movemTh:'t the Bill he now read a third time.

MR. LATIAN (York) [4.38] : 1 ha~ve had
an opportunity of going through the' Bill
carefully, and I fear that the measure will
prove useless unless the 'Minister can induce
all the other States to do what he is asking
Western Australia to do. Here is a proposal to control and educate mental defectives, hut nothing is being done to prevent
other mental defectives from entering the
State. On the contrary, in that respect our
oware uic-oWvA to the world. The Alinisttr u:4.t have reserved the subject for
consideration at a conference of the Mlinisters for Health of the various States, or
at a Premiers' Conference. Instead of enacting this Bill, we mivht Ihave go'w on'I
quietly as we did in the past. The Salvation Army have done uuuch good in this respect, and I was greatly interested in the
evidence of an officer of the Edueat~ion Department regarding the army's work. In
addition, the Roman Catholic Church has
done a great deal for mentally deficient
children. I may point out the urgent need
for providing a home for mentally deficient

MOTJON-ABORIGflES ACT.
To disallow Regulation.
MR. COVERLEY (K~imberley) [4.421: 1
moveThnt this Flouve ci'aqrees with nmenflqd
Reguilation 1.3a under tir' \lnriinns Act 1405f,
whieh reguilation was inhil upon the Table on
thl 16th October. 1021: and thrit the' regtflntin be herebyv disallowed.

I realise that regulations of some description may be needed by the Aborigines Department for the control of the natives.
However, photographs of natives can be desired only for two reasons--one, scienfific
nhurpo~es: se-ondlyv, the rti~onof
tinri4s who wish to poscs urb photographs.
I am against the regulation and its wordinug, and am moving- in the matter because
the regulation, unless o'iJeetel to by either
of the Chambers, ha4 the force if law. Tlnih
regulation gives ito the (Chief Protector of
Aborigines, a civi :snwrant. or the head of
a department, a power that is even beyond
Parliament, with no appeal. That is my
chief grround fi u(lhlosinir tiv, reilation.
I objeet to it because any pe-oa desirous
of photographing- ahorieine would have to
apply for fperrwi~ion to the CIhief Prot~rtor, who, under the regulations, may -live.
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permission subject to certain conditions, or
else way confiscate the negative, or in fact
do as he pleases. I do not think Parlivimeat
desires that such a power should be placed
in the hands of a civil servant.
Mr. Sampson: It has to he approved by
the Minister.
Mr. COVERLEY:- I do not know that
that makes it right. If I thought it did, I
should not he moving the motion.
Hon. Sir James Mitchell: Very likely it
-would be wrong if he did agree.
Mr. COVERLEY: I think the whole
thing is wrong, else, as I say, I should not
be moving the motion. If the Minister desires any information, be should get it from
the person controlling the reserve. These
regulations say that no person shall enter
upon a reserve defined by the parent Act of
1905 for the purpose of taking a photograph, without the consent of the Chief Protector of Aborigines. That is wrong. It is
the wording of the -regulation I object to,
rather than the regulation itself. If the
Minister desires to have that power, I agree;
let it he given to him by nil means, but not
to a civil servant.
Hon. Sir James Mitchell: The objection
is a very weak one.
Mr. COVERLEY: I do not know that
it is. I know that the head of the department ruled the hon. member when he was
in charge of the affairs of the State.
'Mr. Sampson: You are certainly chnrg,iiig
the present Minister with being ruled.
Mr. COVERLEY: 'My opinion is that if
the Minister desires any information, he
should get it from the officer in control of
the reserve,' and act on the advice tendered
to him. My contention is that the Minister, not the head of the department, is the
person who should hold this power. I have
known parties of tourists go from the Wyndham Meat Works by launch to the Forrest
River Mission, 60 or 70 miles distant from
Wyndham. Under this regulation no member of such a party would be permitted to
take a photograph on the mission reserve,
unless he had previously wired to the Chief
Protector in Perth for permission.
And
the Chief Protector, mot knowing the circumstances, would wire back to the local
officer for information. I do not know that
we should put people to all that trouble and
expense. In my view the superintendent
of the Forrest River Mission is the person
to say whether or not the visiting tourists
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should be permitted to take photographs.
1 am not prepared to sit here and approve
of regulations giving an cificer of the department in Perth such power. It is alto,gether wrong. If this regulation should be
approved, the Chief Protector 'would become
a power in himself.
Mr. Latham: It seems worse than the Defence Act.
Mr. COVERLEY: It is indeed,
Member: Would you allow members of
Parliament to take photographs?
Mr. COVERLEY: I do not know many
members of Parliament who woud desire
to go on to an aborigines' reserve to take
photographs. I do not know why the Chief
Protector should want this power, seeiug
that Section 14 of the parent Act prohibits
any person from going on to such a reserve without permission of the Chief Protector or the superintendent. There we hsvie
all the power the Chief Protector desires,
and I do not see why he should want this
regulation. Already no person has the right
to enter on en aborigines' reserve, -whether
to take photographs or for any other reason, without the permission of either the
Chief Protector or the superintendent of the
mission. In my view the superintendent is
the person to say whether or not photographs shall be taken. Certainly I think a
civil servant is not the person to hold this
power. I hope members will give this serious consideration, for after all, we are here
to represent the taxpayers of the country.
As I have said, there is, in the parent Act,
a prohibition against any person entering
on to an aborigines' reserve without due permission. Surely that is all that is necessarvi If the Chief Protector of Aborigines
desires to prevent any person from going
on to such a reserve, he will give his reasons for it. But there would be no appeal
under the regulations. I have nplewqure in
asking membhers to support this motion.
On motion by the Minister for Agriculture, debate adjourned.
RETURN-MAIN ROADS -BOARD.
Contributory Local Authorities.
MR.
move-

GRIF2FITHS

(Avon)

(4.521:

I

That a return be laid upon the Table of
the House showing-(a) The mems of each
local authority that is to contribute 2214, per
rent. of its liceore revenue to the MaIn ]Roads
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Board. (b) The amount of unimproved land
values in each local authority's area. (c) The
.amount of license revenue each receives from
vehicular sources. (d) The value of proposed
main road work i each area.

person has been indicted for an offence Punishable with death the Attorney General shall
forthwith appoint a board, consisting of two
duly qualified medical practitioners, who shall
have special knowledge of mental diseases, and

I do not intend to do much more than

the mental condtition of the accused person to
ituhl board for inquiry and report.''

formally submit this motion. The compilation of this information sbould not impose
very much work on the department. Certain
road boards have requested me to try to get
the information because they find the new
system will materially affect their incomes.
One hoard now paying £69 will have to pay

,nextra £580.

Mr. Lambert: Which hoard is that?
Mr. GRIFFITHS: The Kdllerberrin Road
Board. The Meekering Road Board, which
in the past has paid £73, will have to pay
an extra £735. These boards, and others
-desire to get such information as will enable them to see whether there is any other
way out which will effect an improvement in
their finances. Many of my people think a
tax on the unimproved land values would be
a better way out. At this juncture I do
not wish to say any more than that, If
the compilation of the in-formation is going
to entail too much work on the department
or take up too much time, I will not press
the matter, hut will endeavour to get the
Information in some other way.
On motion by the Minister for Works,
,debate adjourned.
BIIL-ThWDUsTatES ASSISTANCE.
Read a third time and transmitted to the
-council.
BILL-AGRICULTURAL BANK ACT
AMENDMENT.
Report of Committee adopted.
BILL-CRM1INAL CODE AMENDMENT.
In committee.

Mr. Lambert in the Chair; Mr. Mann in
charge of the Bill.
Clause I-agreed to.

Clause 2-nsertion of section after Section 653!
Mr. MANN:

Tn. keeping with a promise

made during the second reading stage, I move
an amndzmentThat Subelause 1 be struck nut. and the following inserted-in le:-()Whenever any

a psycilogist,

and shall

refer the question of

it wats clearly indicated during the second
reading that members desired the examinetonof the accused to be made as early as
possible, and certainly prior to the trial.
Authorities favour that procedure, and the
amendment will provide for the examination
of the accused immediately on conmmittalAmendment put and passed.
On motion by Mr. Mann, Subelause 2
amended by inserting after "court" the words
"in which such person is to he tried."'
Mr. MANN: I move an amendmentThat the following be added to Subelanse 2:
-"
Such report shall be made in writing
signed by the members of the board, or by
those who concur therein, and, if the accused
pcr8011 is thereby reported to be mentally defective, shall state in what respects he is so
defective.
The report shall be dclivered to
the judge who is to preside at the trial of the
accused person, but the contents thereof shall
not be disclosed to anY other person before the
verdict of 11w jury has been given."t
The MINISTER FOR JU7STICE: The
amendment would slter the principle of trial
by jury, because it provides that after the

jury have heard the evidence and delivered
the verdict, something else shall be communicated to the judge.
Hon. Sir James Mitchell: The jury do not
sentence an accused person.
The MITNISTER FOR .JUSTICE: The
jury should decide whether the accused per-

son was responsible for the crime.
Hen. Sir James Mitchell: Oh no.
The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: If the
accused was mentally irresponsible, the jury
would say so and he would be detained during His Majesty's pleasure. The practice
has been that if anyone desired to call evidence regarding the sanity of an accused
person, he could do so.
Hon. Sir James Mitchell: That could still
obtain.
The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: No;
the hoard would meet in secret and submit a
report, but no one outside the board would
know anythingr about it until the verdict had
been returned.
Mr. Mann:- That is in accordance with the
English Act.
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The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: Any,one who submits a report on the mental
capacity of an accused personThe Premier: Should go into the witness
box and give evidence.
The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: Yes,
he should give evidence before the jury.
Then the Crown Prosecutor would have the
right to cross-examine the witness as to the
grounds on which he had based his opinion.
The board might base their report on entirely wrong grounds. If the jury were convinced that the accused was not responsible
for his actions, a verdict could be returned
accordingly. It would not be right to allow
a board to submit a report, for the jury to
know nothing about it, and for that to be
the deciding factor as to whether the accused
should pay the penalty. Whatever report
is made, the witness should be subject to
eross-examination so that the reasons for the
dlecision would be known to the public. All
sorts of allegations have been made as to
what can be done behind the back of the
court. We desire to make the proceedings
of the court quith open, so that the confidence of the public will be retained.
Hon. Sir James Mitchell: This is a different matter from the administration of
justice.
The Premier: The objection is that the
report will be known only to the judge.
Mr. Lathamn: But the report will not deterinen the innocence or otherwise of the
accused; it will merely affect the sentence.
The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: If the
jury found a man guilty on the facts, should
not they have the evidence of his mental
state before them?
Mr. Manni: I have no objection to your
suggestion, but will give the reason for framing the amendment in this way.
The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: If a
man has committed murder and is to escape
the penalty of the law, whatever evidence is
tendered should he tendered openly. in order
that the public miind might be satisfied. The
relatives of the murdered person would certainly desire that qny evidence nn the mentpl
capacity of the accused should be subjected
to the test of cross-examination. The more
open wre have the admiinistration of the law
regarding the responsibility of persons for
their crimes, the better. We do suppress
evidence in ch'ildren's cases for definite r.±asons, but in the case of adults the reasons
-why they are adjudged mentally defective
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should be made public. I am opposed to the
amendment.
Mr. LATHAM: If the Attorney-General
appoints the board, it will mean that grave
jonisideration will be given to its personnel.
It is not for the jury to decide the sanity
of a person.
The -Minister for Justice: Uip to now juries have decided upon the sanity of the accused.
The Premier: And we should not take
from them that right.
11r. LATHAM: I do not know that they
are competent to do that.
The 'Minister for Health: The jury should
be told why the conclusions have been arrived at.
Mr. LATHAM: The jury are not competent to express an opinion as to the sanity
of the individual. The best authority we
van get is tine board appointed by the Attorney-Generai. I understand that our psychologist has an instrument which can detect whether a man is telling a lie or not.
The Minister for Health: You had better
try it.

The Premier: I hope she will never come
into this House with the instrument.
Mr. LATHAM: She might detect the
Premier prevaricating in the Chamber.
The Premier: I should not be alone if
she did.
Mr. LATHAM: The board should determine the question. After the board have
interviewed the accused they will submit a
report in writing to the judge. The only
use the judge will make of it is to say
what the sentence shall he if the verdict is
one of guilty.
The Minister for Justice: The board may
find that the man is absolutely insane, hut
that will not be known unless the verdict
is one of guilty. The man would then be
turned loose.
Mr. LAT HAM: The amendment does not
say that the judge shall not hand the re))ort to the Attorney-General. It could be
published after the verdict had been given.
The Attorney-General would certainly see
that the interests of the public were protected if the man was insane.
The amendment is a
The PREMIER:
very serious departure from the practice thht
ha; always prevailed in Australia. It proposes to den-ive juries of a good deal of
the power they exercise to-day.
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lion. Sir Jame,; Mitchell: 1 bbould not
say so.
The PRtEMIERI: Not only do juries deeide whether the accused is guilty or not
but whether he is insane or not. They frequeutly find a lean not guilty on the ground
of insanity.
lion. Sir James 1%itchell: They can still
do that.
The PREMIER: The Leader of the Oppositioin has not read the amendment.
It
takes that power from them.
Mr. Latham: Not as to the mental condition of the accused. His legal adviser may
call in any expert opinions he Likes.
The PREMIER: The board will have no
relationship with the court. They will therefore be an outside board so far as the trial
is concerned.
lion. G. Taylor: They do not appear in
the case.
The PREMIER: It would be a very serious thing for the court to accept the decision of any board whose members were not
called as witnesses at the trial.
Nothing
would be known as to how the inquiry was
made and to what extent the antecedents of
the accused were gone into. The lawyer representing the accused will be told what tale
to tell the board. It may be said that the
mall hal a fall when young, that he was
knocked on the head, or that there had been
insanity in the family which unfortunately
cannot be tpro~cd. Many excuses may be
put forward. Men'bers of the board may be
opposed to capital punishment. Very many
people hold that th- person who commnits a
murder is necessarily not sane.
Hon. G. Taylor: It is a wrong opinion.
The PREMIER: We may have a board
whose members hold that view. Believing
that, they will certify that the man is not
sane. They may make a recommendation that
will obviate any possibility of an execution
taking place. Evidence of that kind should
be given in court and be subject to crossexamination. Doctors have been known to
differ as to the mental condition of an accused person. The board should give their
evidenr-e in court. I object to a report being
handed in without the board being subject
to cross-examination to justify the conclusions arrived at. Many experts might be
willing to Put Up a recommendation in writing if there was no obligation to stand up to
in the court. All that the Attorney-General
would do would be to select medical men of

standing to constitute the board. He would
Know nothing about their personal views. The
average jury is just as capable of formin
all opinion as to the sanity of the accused as
it is of deciding whether he is guilty or not.
The evidence is sometimes obscure, and juriep
have great difficulty, in arriving at a conclusion. I object to any secret examination.
We do not know how the person would be
examined or under what conditions the conclusions would be arrived at. The responsi.
bilitv would be thrown upon the judge to
accept the report. Everything ought to be
done in the open as has been the case in the
p~ast.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: This is
merely an additional safeguard. I believe in
capital punishmuent, and am glad the Premier
does so too.
The Premier: I did not say so; I offered
1)o opinion.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: I thought
he did.
The Premier: As a fact I do not believe
in it
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Well, I
do.
The CHAIRMAN: That is not the question before the Chair.
Holn. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: All we
are doing is to offer an additional safeguard..
To-day when a man is found guilty, the sentence has to be confirmed by the Executive
Council, and I am perfectly certain the
Council will seek information regarding the
sanity of the accused person. The sentence
would not be confirmed if there was the least
reason why that course should not be
adopted.
The Minister for Justice: But that is the
task of the solicitor for the accused.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: No, it
has nothing to do with him.
The Premier:
What this amendment
means is that the judge will have to deal
with the accused, wlw~n sentencing him, in
accordance with the report of this hoard, not
one member of which will have been a witness in the case.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: The
Premier suggested that the men who examined the accused might be averse to capital punishment, and therefore might be unduly merciful.
The Premier: They might be men who
held the opinion that all men who committed murders were insane.
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Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: But the
worst that could happen would he that the
accused person would escape capital punishment.
The Premier: Whereas be might not eseape that puraiq1tnent in other circumstances.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Counsel
for the acoused could call all the evidence
lhe liked to prove that his client was insane.
The Premier: Of course, and the jury
might ignore it and find the man guilty.
Then would come the report from this secret
board.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: The suggested new clause will take nothing from
the powers of counsel.
The Premier: But we add a secret defence to his powers.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: All that
is suggested is that the Attorney General
must cause the man to be examined by two
medical men and a psychilogist, and that
the report must be handed to the judge who
wil be required to have regard to it in passing sentence. If the board find the man insane or mentally deficient, then the judge
will not he permitted to pass sentence of
death on him. In thoem circumstances, the
Premier should support the proposed new
clause, because it will make it more difficult
to pass sentence of death on mentally deficient persons than it is to-day. It will add
to the protection of suph people.
The Premier: But it will also add a dangerous line of defence that is not dealt with
in open court.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: It would
merely increase the protection afforded.
The Premier: With such a clause in the
Bill it would be open to a wicked Attorney
General-there have been such--should an
influential person be concerned, to cause the
man to be examined by the board with the
object of securing his release.
Mr. Latham: Hi$ that would not be done
here.
The Premier: It has been done elsewhere.
Mr. Latham: We are not in America.
The Premier: The clause would allow
secret influences to be brought to bear.
Ron. G. Taylor: That is so.
The Premier: It might mean breaking
down the jury system by means of a packed
board.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Then I
wonder that the second reading of the Hill
was not opposed.
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The Minister for Justice: I did oppose it.
The member for Perth has introduced the
new clause in order to comply with an objection I raised.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: I realise
that it is a serious matter to interfere with
the law.
The Premier: This will interfere with our
jury system. This may enable a verdict of
the jury to be thrust aside in favour of the
report of a secret board.
Hoa. Sir JAM S MITCHELL: The jury
will have the right to say an accused person
wvas nt responsible for his act.
The Premier: And the jury may say that
he was, on top of which the secret board
may say he was not and the decision of the
board wvill reverse the jury's verdict.
lion. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Then all
it will wean will be that the accused will not
suffer the death penalty..
The Premier: The defence may produce
voluminous evidence to showv that the man
was insane, hut the jury may ignore it and
find the man guilty.
Mr. Sleeman: *What would happen if the
jury returned a verdict that the man was not
guilty?
I-on. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: That
would end the proceedings; the mnin would
be discharged. I should imagine that if a
man accused of murder were found not
guilty and was discharged, he would be
so satisfied that he would not think of complaining.
The Premier: But this board might set
aside the verdict of the jury.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITOHELL: Whatever the effect of the suggested new clause
may be, it is merely intended to provide an
extra protection for the mentally deficient
from the death penalty.
The Premier: But it is also possible that
it will protect the man who is not mentally
deficient, and that is the point.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: There
is no doubt about that, but the Premier will
realise that that may happen to-day. If
the Premier received an adverse report from
the authorities regarding the mental condition of an accused person, he would be loth
to confirm the death penalty. The -position
is much the same whether the new clause be
agreed to or not, although it might be that
through fraud an individual might escape
just punishment
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The Premier: The board might be well
meaning, but the members might not believe
in capital punishmnt.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: That is
so, but we must run that risk even under exist ing conditions.
Mr. KENNEALLY: The new clause wilt
spoil the effect of the Bill. We agreed to
the principle that if a man were found
guilty on a charge of murder, he should
be referred to the board for report prior
to the individual suffering the full pen i
of the law. The suggestion by the member for Perth will be a departure from that
and will place too much power in the hands
of the judge.
Mr. Mann: Will the hon. member Ic
me explain?
Mr. lCENNEALLY: Yes, when I have
finished what I wish to say. The Bill as
it stands proposes that an outside board
shall be appointed to arrive at a decision
regarding the mental condition of a person charged withi an offence. Now the
member for Perth wishes to insert a 1,
vision whereby the inforiiiation containe
in the board's report will he kept secret
but will be disclosed only to the judge. I
question whether, in accordance with the
wording of the proposal, a judge would
be entitled to look at the report before tidecision of the jury had been reached.
Should a man be found guilty, I assume
that the report would not be opened until
such time as the accused had been found
guilty. Assuming that the contention of
the Leader of the Opposition is right, that
the power of counsel for an accused person to call evidence regarding the insanity
of his client remains unimpaired and that
the jury, independent of that phase altogether, returned a verdict of not guilty
with regard to the crime itself, what position would arise'? The jury would find that
person not guilty of the crime itself, but the
secret board might report to thel judge
that the man was mentally deficient. Do
hon. members think that the Attorney General, in view of the secret report from the
so-called competent board, would allow that
man to have his liberty.
Mr. 'Mann: No, the accused would be
dealt with under other provisions.
'Mr. KENYTEALLY: Just so, and the
Crown would have two shots at the accused
instead of one as at present. That accused
person would hare been set free in othce

circumstances as soon as the verdict of no
guilty had been arrived at.
The Premier: The man could be fon,
innhocent (if the crimie and yet be sent to
an asylum for being insane.
Mr. KENNEALLY: That is so. Such a
man would be placed in restraint because
of the secret report lodged by the board. I
am sorry the member for Perth decided
to move any such provision. It is a serious matter to interfere with our existing
system of trial by jury.
Mr. Latham: But the result will be exactly the same.
Mr. KENNEALLY: I do not agree with
that because it would be quite possible for
money to play a great part in the admninistration of justice.
Mr. MANN: When I submitted a similar
Bill in the session before last, I left the
whole issue to the jury, and the opinion
of hon. members was that the question
should be taken from the jury, that it
should be decided by experts. I have endeavoured to preserve the rights of an accused person, and for that reason my desire is that the trial should he decided on
the facts of the case, and that it should
not be influenced one way or another. I
am not wedded to the words in my suggested amendment. The draft I submitted
to the draftsman left the report open to
the court and to counsel on both sides.
The draftsman advised me that I was interfering with the trial, that I might be
influencing the accused person one way or
the other, and that the question should
be left to the judge. The only comparison
I can make is with an Act in America,
and that reads as follows:
Whenever a perrn is indicted by a grand
jury for a capital offence or bound over for
trial in the superior court, the clerk of the
court in which the indictment is returned, or
the clerk of the district court or the trial jaBice, as the case may be, shall give notice to
the department of mental diseases, and the department shall cause such person to be cxanuined with a diew to determining bis mental
condition,' and the existence of any mental
disease or defect which would affect his criminal responsibility. The department shall file
a report of its investigation with the clerk
of the committee in which the trial is to be
held, and the report shall be accessible to the
court, the district attorney for the accused,
and to the attorney for the accused.
The Premier: Capital punishment never
takes place where American millionaires are

(30 Ocronus, 1929.3
concerned; they are always proved to be
insane. Do you remember the Thaw case?
Mr. MA&NN: In America it is left to the
jury. The English Act is different, It
says-On the conviction by a court of competent
jurisdiction

of any person

of any criminal

offence punishable in the case of an adult
with penal servitude or imprisonment, or on a
child brought before a court under Section 58
of the Children Act 1908, being found liable

to be sent to an industrial

school,

the court,

if satisfied on medical evidence that he is a
defective within the meaning of this Act....
And it goes on to say that the court may
postpone passing sentence and direct that
a petition may be presented to judicial authority with a view to obtaining an order
that the accused person be sent to en institution or placed under guardianship.
The Premier: If the court is satisfied!
That is different from the Attorney General
referring it to a board.
Mr. MANN: I have said all along I do
not want any hole and corner measure. All
I desire is that a person known to be mentally deficient shall not be executed.
The Minister for Justice: And the House
is with you; that is why we passed the second reading.
The Premier: Capital punishment is still
the law of the land, and this will enable
a perfectly sane, man to escape.
Mr. MANN: The Premier's suggestion has
a thousand to one chance. A dishonest'-Attorney Genera] might instruct a friendly
board to give a friendly report.
The Premier: There is also such a thing
as jury squaring. What about the possibility of a board being squared.
Section 653 of the Code
Mr. MANN:
makes provision for an accused person to
be found not guilty on, the ground of insanity. You might suggest squaring the
doctor&
The Premier: But a doctor would have
to givc evidence in court end stand up to
The hon. member
a erms-examination.
knows of cases where doctors have got men
out on the ground of insanity.
Mr. MANN: There can be no exception
to the Attorney General instructing that an
accused person be examined, and the report
being nade available to the open court. Both
counsel would know the effect of it. They
would lave the right to call the members
of the Inard and if necessary crossexamine
them.
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The Premier: It is all right so long as
everything is done in court.
Air. M.ANN: My amendment 'will provide that the report shall be deliveredl to
the judge who is to preside at the trial
of the accused person, but the contents shall
be accessible to the court, to counsel for
the prosecution and counsel for the defence.
The Mtinister for Justice: I had drafted
roughly an amendment somewhat on those
lines.
Mr. MANN: Very well.
The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: The
hon. member has. stated the position clearly.
Previously in this State on a charge of
murder the fact that an accused person was
mentally deficient was not considered. Insanity had to be proved. On the second
reading I said that it could be demonstrated
that many people who committed the crime
of murder might have the mental capacity
of a child of ten years. Everyone -would
shrink in honror at a child of ten having
to submit to capital punishment. In circumstances such as these we are with the
hion. member, hut what he proposes to do
now is entirely at variance with the procedure in the lawv courts in connection with
the trial of accused persons. If the board
determine that the accused person is mentally defective, they will give their report
to the court. If the jury coasidered the
accused to be mentally defective it would act
hold him responsible for the act and a rider
would he added to the verdict. In such a
case capital punishment would not be inflicted. That is entirely different from altering the whole procedure of the court, a procedure that has ben in existence for many
years. The proposal of the hon. member
will not appeal to the House. I feel confident justice would not be done. If the
proposed board were appointed there would
be the same personnel for half a dozen different accused people. The hon. member
should agree to report progress to give us
an opportunity to reconsider the amendment.
There is no desire that anything should be
done hurriedly. If the member for Perth
would agree to report progress, the Premier's motion relative to private members'
business would not prejudice the prospects
of this measure.
Mr. MANN: I take it that the part of
the amendment to which the Minister for
JTustice takes exception commences with the
words "The report shall be delivered to the
judge."

[ASSEMBLY.J
The Minister for Justice: Yea.
Mr. MANN: Then I move the following

amendmentThat the following be added to Subelause
2 :-"S11ueb report shall be made in writing
signed by members of the board, or by those
who concur therein, and, if the accused person is thereby reported to be mentally defecfive, shall state in what respects he is so defective."

Amendment put and passed.
Mr. MANN; I ask leave to withdraw the
remainder of the amendment appearing on
the Notice Paper.
Leave given; remainder of amendment
withdrawn.
Progress reported.
BILL-ALSATIAN DOG.
Second Reading.
Debate resumed from the 23rd October.
THE MNNISTER FOR WORKS (Ron.
A. XcCalum--South Frenmantle) [6.7]: 1

listened with much interest to the case of
the member for Toodyay ("Mr. Lindsay)
against Alsatians and in favour of this drastic Bill, as well as his quotations from various authorities and the information he had
drawn from different countries. Since then
I have been compelled to listen to the ease
for the other side, which conveyed a great
deal of information in reply to the arguments of the mover of the Bill. It is well
the Houie should know both sides, because
the step suggested by the measure is 'very
serious, involving- financial loss to numerous
people. The House is entitled to give both
parties a hearing. The first point made by
the member for Toodyay was that the Alsatian is really a wolf cross. In support of

that contention be quoted Colonel Richardson, the editor of a publication called "The
Watchdog," who had something to do with
the training of dogs for the British army
dluring the war. I observe that the same
quotation appears in this morning's "West
Australian." Hlowerer, I have had authorities and documents produced to me showing
that Colonel Richardson is really a dealer
in dogs and a breeder of Airedales. besides
being largely a seller of Airedalcs.
Hon. Sir James Mfitchell: We should not
listen to a seller or breeder of dogs at all.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I consider that everyone interested has a right
to he heard. Ther can be no question that
amongst dog fanciers the world over the
Alsatian to-day is the most popular type.
The Alsatian has come to the front during
recent years, and made wonderful progress

in popularity, especially at Home since the
war-prior to the war the Alsatian was

practically unknown in England. To-day
the Alsatian is the moat popular of dogs
amongst fanciers the world over, end there
must be some reason for it. The dog has
not achieved suc-h a position in so short a

period without some substantial cause for it.
Documents have been produced to me today showing that of this breed, .which was
practivally unknown in England before the
war, there are now over 25,000 at Home,
and that the number is increasing at the
rate of TO0 to BO0 per month.
MIr. Latham: We have the same stuff
here.
The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: In
America, I am informed, the number is increasing at the rate of about 2,000 per
month. In Canada and South Africa, and
indced the world over, the Alsatian is high
in public favourr.
Hon. Sir James Mitchell: The Alsatians
are good breeders' dogs.
Mr. Latham: What about the Australian
rough-haired terriers?7
The 'MTNISTEL? FOR WORKS: It is
estimated that to-day there are more Alsatians. than there are of any other type of

do-z in- the world. I bave to think the
memuber for Toodyay for eauning me to ho
drluged with papers and documents, a huge
file of them, showing the position obtaining
relatively to Alsatians in other eoun'~ries. It
is ea.,Y to understand that if this dog has
made such immense progress in pulic fav-

our, and if there is such a great dcnxnd for
it, those who have been fanciers and breeders
of other types of dogs feel the competition,
and that thus it would be to their hasiness.
interests to .discredit Alsatians. That aspect
has been presented to mec as one reasm why

people interested in other types (f dogshave broadcasted the information wlich was
used here by the member for Toodyiy.
The Premier: Fancy the noise thit would
he made by a Seotcbman who is oreeding
Airedales, and is losing his business througrh
Alsatians!

[30 Ocnoan, 1929.]
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: It has
also been pointed out to me, and substantiated by documents submitted to me for
examination, that the wolf is what is known
as a lupine, and that the Alsatian dog is a
canine, and that every attempt to cross the
two has resulted in a mulie unable to reproduce its species. Scientists declare that a
fertile cross between the two is impossible.
Mr. Latham: Let us ring up Mr. LcSouef.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I am
advised that Air. LeSouet denies having
made a number of statements credlited to
him in connection with this subject
Mr. Latham: We have sent out a few
wires, too.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS:- It is
stated that the cross between the Alsatian
and the wolf has invariahly proved sterile.
Mr. Lindsay: I did not refer to that.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I did
not suggest that the statement came from
the hon. member interjecting. I have said
that he produced authorities, documents and
quotations to show that the Alsatian came
from the wolf; and now I am putting up
the other side as submitted to me. Eventually I shall suggest the taking of certain
steps, in view of the difference of opinion.
Hon. G. Taylor: How are Alsatians bred?
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I shall
come to that in a moment.
The Premier: The Alsatian comes from
Germany.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: It is a
German sheep dog. One scientist goes back
hundreds of yas by way of showing that
all dogs primarily spring from the wolf,
and that it is only a question of how far
any particular dog is actually removed from
the wolf, the father of all dogs.
Hon. 0. Taylor: When authorities disagree, who is to decide?
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I am
not prepared to pit one authority against
another. However, the scientist I referred
to maintains that all dogs came originally
from the wolf, either directly or indirectly.
Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 pa..
The MINISTER FOR WORKS:- Before
tea I was explaining the contention that
these dogs are really a cross from the wolf,
and! the arnmotPs fer and against that contention. Bunt there is one thing that stands
Dut undisputed, namely that the Alsatian
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has really been the sheep dog of the Continent for the last 300 or 400 years& He
does practically all the sheep work throughoiil Europe. For the past 40 ysars *riet
pedigree books have been kept showing how
the exported dogs have descended, and in
consequence their pedigrees can be traced.
Mr. Latham : I did not see the Alsatian at
work in Europe.
The MJIWSTER FOR WORKS: I saw
it in Belgium, 'where practically the whole
of the milk carting is done by these dogsMr. Latham: I will1 admit that bat that is
very different from working sheep.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS:- ALl
kinds of small carting are done by these dogs,
which drag loads of milk, vegetables, and a
number of other comamodites in their little
carts all over Belgium and Germany, and
also parts of France. The Alsatian is really
the shepherd dog of the Continent. The
history of these dogs shows, and it is generally admitted, that they originated from
two different types of German sheep dogs.
The cross resulted in the Alsatian. It was
broughbt to England after the war. Eat it
was of German origin, and when everythi-.
that was German had a Qermain taint and
was unpopular in England, those responsible
for the importing of the first of these dogs
into England from Germany feared the prejudice against Germany would be extended
to the dogs. So, instead of calling them
German shepherd dogs, as they are known
an the Continent, they called them Alsatian
wolf dogs. From that the name has spread
to this country and to most other countries,
it being feared that if the dog were given.
its right name there would be a prejudice
against it. I am not going to do what the
member for Toodyay did.
He pelted all
kinds of authorities at us and quoted extracts galore. In consequence I have had
to suffer. I have this huge pile of documents, papers, letters and books that have
since been pelted at me. I had to submit,
owing to the action of the hon. member.
But I am going to heap coals of fire on
his head; I em not going to retaliate by
quoting lengthily. Still, I want to quote
the following from a publication by the
British Alsatian Club.
The member for
Toodyay gave the Alsatian dog- a very bad
name, and we know that if a dog be given
a bad name there is only one ending for
it. The hon. mnember is trying to prove
the truth of that old adage with this dog.
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This is an extract from this publication issued by the British Alsatian Club, and this
is how the Alsatian is describedFrom many uninformed quarters it is periodically broadcasted as a supposedly authentic
truth that the present-day Alsatian contains a
strain of the wolf, but it is not necessary to
attempt to controvert this in any detail Nothing in fact could be further from the truth
than are statements of this kind, and it is
sufficient to point out that the Alsatian could
not have been so successful, and trustworthy
a sheep dog for 300 years, as it has been, had
it contained the wolf strain. To the discerning' observer there is in point of fact little
similarity between the structural foundations
of the wolf and of the Alsatian. The Alsatian
wolf dog is first, last and always a working
dog. Therefore utility stands before beauty,
or rather their real beauty lies in their actual
usefulness. Its characteristics and disposition
are a combination of most of the best qualities
of all large breeds of dogs.
It is gentle,
obedient and faithful to the last degree; absolutely fearless; possesses a wonderful memiory,
is unusually fond of children, And its great
intelligence makes it a perfect companion for
man, woman or child, or as a guardian of the
house. It is, however, typical of the breed
to be suspicious of strangers, although quick
to recognise whether or not a newcomer is on
friendly terms with its owner, and to act ac-

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I wi
touch upon that in a moment. Some of thes
documents I have here deal with a numbs
of cases cited by the member for Toodya3
Those who approached me say that, a
course, they are not placing the blame oa
the hon. member.
Mr. Lindsay: Judging from this pampb
let, I think they are.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The;
say the bon. member in his speech merel,
cited the charges, but did not follow u]
to the explanation. In a, couple of eas
have read, the explanation given disprove
the charge and shows that the crimes coir

I want only to make that one quotation in
answer to the many that the hon. member
put up.
Mr. Lindsay: That is put up by breeder-

Western Australia, and therefore could no
possibly have Alsatian blood in it. It wa
bred locally. An investigation wan held.
Mr. Lindsay: By wham?
The MINI\1STER FOR WORKS: I hay
here the authority given by the Premier'
Office for an inquiry. I have also the repor

mitted by dogs in the instances cited by th
hon. member were not committeed by Aime

tians at all.
Mr. Lindsay: For instance, the ease a

Toodyay ?
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: VeE
that was featured in the local Press, and i
consequence the Premier's office authorisei

an investigation, It was stated that a do:
had killed 60 sheep. It has since been showi
that the dog was not an Alsatian, but wa

barn before there were any Alsatians F

of Alsatians.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: 'Yes,
just as the hon. member quoted people interested in other breeds of dogs.
Mr. Lindsay: No.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS:
The
hon. member quoted largely from Colonel
Richardson, who is a breeder of Airedales,
and I aim just repeating what happened
Mr. Lindsay:- That is what you have' been
told.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: No, it
is not. What I have just quoted represents the views of the other side, and I tbink
the House is entitled to hear both sides.
Mr. Lindsay: Yes, that is right.
We
The MINS TEE FOR WORKS:
bad from the hon. member quotation from
an interested source.
The other side has
since been put to me, and the House is entitled to hear it.
Mr. Angelo: Why listen to breeders of
other kinds of dogs? Let us hear the opinions of those who have bad practical experience of the Alsatian.

made, together with statements signed by th
owner of the dog, by the owner of the sheep
and by others interested. The documents ar,
all

here.
Mr. Lindsay: I have seen them.

The MAINISTER FOR WORKS: It i
here shown that the dog's parents and th,
dog's age were known, that it was bred il
this country before there was an Alsatiai

dog in Western Australia.

So the dog the

committed that crime was not an Alsatian

Then, regarding an English ease cited b:
the hon. member, I have here informatio2
showing that the owner admitted that thi
dog was a retriever, not an Alsatian.
Mr. Latham: This authority says the Al
satians have been here for the past 21
years.

The MSTER FOR WORKS: Where'
Mr. Latham- On page 4, paragraph 10.
The MINSTER FOR WORKS:
Yes
but where have the dogs beenI
Mr. Latham:. In Australia.

[30 Oaroaa, 1929.]
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I am
speaking of Western Australia, It is known
when the first Alsatian was brought to Western Australia.
Mr. Latham: You know when the first
one was brought from Germany to Western
Australia.
The MINISTER FORL WORKS: These
statements are signed by those persons interested, and it is admitted that the dog in
the Toodyay killing had no Alsatian blood
in it.
Mt. Marshall: Can you give us the breeding of the native sheep dog of Germany
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I have
already explained that; you were not here.
In many of these cases the documents are
produced to show that a thorough investigation proved it was not an Alsatian, hut
a dog of another breed that committed th%:
offence.
Mr. Latham: Wbo conducted the investigation
The MkINIJSTER, FOR? WORKS: I ami
not going to quote the whole of these, instance by instance. I am not going to delay
find it necessary inter
the Hos-nesI
in the debate. I am not going to take these
things instance by instance.
The hon.
member need not expect me to quote from
these documents and so inflict them on the
House, I do not want to delay the House. As
for the instances quoted by the member f or
Toodyay, it is just once mnore a case of giving

a dog a bad name and hanging him. While
it is not held by those who approached me,
and I do not think anyone is going to contend, that the Alsatian is an exemplary dog,
not capable of killing, and all that can be
desired, I do say there is no breed of dog
that is not a killer, If I liked I could take
each instance cited by the member for
Toodyay and find instances of dogs of other
breeds committing crimes equal to those the
hon. member cited against the Alsatian. I
could take the collie, the kelpie, the staghound, the kangaroo dog, the fox terrier,
the Airedale-almost any breed of dog, and
be able to prove a ease against members of
that breed equal to the ease cited by the
member for Toodyay.
Mr. Latham: If prompted by Mr. Snowden, you could,
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: That is
most unfair.
Mr. Lathamn: This is all his stuff.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
hon. memnber knows full welt that any num-
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her of dogs in his district do kill and are
not Alsatians. I remember an instance given
by the member for Beverley as having happened in that district. A collie dog used to
travel for miles and kill sheep. The same
may be said of kelpies. I could give scores
of instances of other dogs having indulged
in killing equivalent to the instances the
member Cco- Toodyny quoted regarding
Alsatians.
There is no breed of dog that
does not contain killers.
Hon. G. Taylor: But none is so bad as
the Alsatian.
The AMSTER FOR WORKS: Every
family has, an outlaw and every type of
dog, I suppose, contains an outlaw.
Mr. C. P. Wanebrough: Some are worse
than others.
The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: There
was an instance at Toodyay of a little
Pomeraniau having been caught worrying
sheep. Even human beings kill each other.
Mr. Lindsay: Yes, but Nvc hang them,
whereas we propose only to sterilise
Alsatians.
The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: If the
principles of the Bill were 2pplied to human
beings, the fact of one man killing another
would be regarded as sufficient justification
for preventing every individual fromn propagating his species. It is most unfair to
say that only the Alsatian is guilty of the
crimes that the member for Toodyay quoted
to the House. I read in the newspaper 'the
other morning that some Russian wolfhounds had been sent to some of the big
stations up North. The wolfhound is a much
bigger dog than the Alsatian. Why single
out the Alsatiaji for this drastic treatment?
Mr. Latham: We have to start some'where.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
wolfhound is a much bigger dog; the staghbound is a much bigger dog.
Mr. Marshall: Not the staghound.
The IMINSTER FOR WORKS: I do
not say that the Alsatian is different from
other dogs. There is not much doubt that
amongst all breeds can be found outlaws
and killers. It is wrong to say that
Alsations are not used by sheepowners in
this State.
I have a list containing the
names and addresses of 28 farmers and
graziers who have Alsatians working sheep
at present. The list has been supplied by
an owner. I am told that there are 600 or
700 of the breed in the State and that sixtenths of them are in the forming districts.
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That was stated at a deputation. It in all
very well to blame the breed, but if we take
a fair and broadl-minded view, we must sAThe
mit that all breeds contain a killer.
fault of that may not be due actually to the
breed so much as to the training of the dog.
Yet the Alsatian is singled out for special
treatment and is mnaligned lip hilt and down
dale, though there is a good deal to be said
in its favour, If I eared I could give an
exhaustive account of things standing to the
The war records
credit of the Alsatian.
show what it did on the battlefields in attending the sick, taking carrier pigeons out
to posts to be released and doing many acts
that were considered impossible for human
beings to perform. The Alsatiaa's war record is very credtable indeed. The Alsatian
is the sheep-dog of the Continent. On the
border of Germany and Russia, where wolves
abound, I am advised and the publications
state that the Alsatian protects the flocks
against the wolves. It has been known to
kill wolves, and it has never bewn known to
mix with or cross with the wolves, though
those animals are running wild in the parts
where the Alsatians arc employed. I myself have seen the Alsatians in France and
Belgium minding not only sheep but poultry. Huge flocks of geese, ducks and fowls
are actually minded by Alsatians.
Mr. Latham: If they are so serviceable
there, let us send them hack.
The MINSTER FOR WORKS: I am
told that the Alsatian actually gathers the
eggs and takes them to the house without
breaking them.
Mr. Latham: That is a good story.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: From
the south of England evidence has been cited
in its favour. During a heavy snowi storm
lambs were buried and an At_-atian rescued
the lambs and even lay with them to keep
themi wvarmn during the night.
Ukembers: Oh, oh
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: If the
do; hud been fond of lambs, it certainly
could have helped it-elf to a little frozen
lamb on that occasion. I have a photograph
flie- diz with the lambs. When so much
h,eing- -.aid against the Alsatian, we should.
not overlook what an intelig.ent dog it is.
Everyone is aware of the work that the Alsation haq (lone for the police on the Continent, in England. America and other comatrie; We have s;een the exploits of the Als-ttisn depieted by the cinema.

Mr. Lindsay: That is how it became j)oF
ular here.
Ron. G-. 'Taylor: We do not mind it on th
screen, but we do not want it in the coun
try.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS : A]
though the Alsatian has been given a ha
name by the member for Toodyay, I ad
vance those facts in its favour because the,
account for the great popularity that the do
has won for itself in most countries of th
world. There is being shown in the Easter
States at present a film depicting Alsatian
working sheep iii Australia. That tiln wi]
be shown in Perth s-hortly. The member fo
Toodyay quoted the report of a cuanrntte
of the Canine As;,ejeintion detrimuental to t~h
dog, hut lie forgot to mnrtion that the as
sociation was defunct.
Mr. Lindsay: It was not defunct whej
the committee was appointed to inquire.
Per
The 31INISTER FOR WORKS:
hasps not, but it has been defunct for sum,
time. I do nut kniow whait truth there is be
hind the case presented to me, but I was in
formted that a disgruntled section of the Ken
ade Club split off from that urganihation am
railed themselves the Canine Association ii
opposition to the Kiennel Club. The Ken
aet Club had supported the Alsatian, hu
the Canine Association, desirous of set-urinj
a period of five years. Consequently durini
cognition at the Royal Show, opposed thi
enitry of Alsatians. That, I am informed
was done 'with the idea of currying favoui
with the Royal 'Show authorities and scur
ing recoguition over the Kennel Club. I an
merely stating the ease as it was presenteO
to me. Consequently it does not do to aceepi
every statement put up to us without in
The Canine Association no longei
quiry.
exists and the Kennel Club is the recognisec
organisation or dog fanciers in this State
I have inqunired from the Eastern States wha
the Governments there propose to do. Thi
Commonwvealt Gyovernment have placed at
embargo on the importation of Alsatians foi
-

rio . of tire r±vai .

'onsequelftly darin1

the next fire year,; no Alsatians will be ad,
mitted into Australia. Tasmania has intro.
duced a Bill, hut each of the other States
has adilc we that no aetion will he taker
thiq se-sian The muatter hs~s been con siderek
and a der-ision will bie cMe to next session.
Hion. Sir James M1itchell: That is extra,
ordinary' in view of the resolution of th4
conference of Ministers for Agriculture.
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The MINISTER FOR WORKS : The Australia. If the Bill is passed it will mean
Bill before the Tasmanian Parliament is not that the owners of those animals, some ol
nearly so drastic as this one is. It appeared whom have paid a substantial figure for
to me that the Commonweaith Government them with the idea of getting their money
must have made fairly exhaustive investi- hack fromn the progeny, will sefer. The Bill
gations before imposing the embargo on im- piropos~es that those dogs shall be destroyed.
portations%and so I have wired to the Comn- That would mean heavy financial loss to the
ittouweaith Government azicing that the in- owners. There is no suggestion of comtornation g-athered be forwarded to me. The pensation. Indeed, I do not know whether
action of the Commonwealth in barring im- the Bill is in order. If it comes to the
p~ortations during the next five years will af- question of destroying the dogs and damford a certain anoujit of protection. The ages being due to the owners, the taxrpaynineidmiit of the DogC Act pased last ses-- ers; will have to pay. The Bill will, thereSion gives local authorities extensive powers tfore, be inflicting a financial obligation
to 41cd w-ih killer,.
tipon the taxpayers, and to that extent itMr. Latham: Some of the local authori- would not be within the scope of a private
ties.
iiemher to introduce it.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
Mr. Lindsay. I was very careful about
mnitpalities in the mnetropolitani area are that point.
the only ones exempt; all the country areas
The MINSTER FOR WORKS: There is
are included. Wherever I go in the country
no
provision -for compensation, and yet
districts, I sea stores of niongrel dogs of all
detsciptions, sizes and colour's that appar- the obligation is cast upon the owner of the
ently have no owniers but have been left to dog to engage a veterinary surgeon to
wander ahout the country. It seem to me perform. these operations.
Mr. Lindsay: A private member cannot
that those dogs probably constitute the real
provide
for compensation.
danger to the sheep industry.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
Mr. Lindsay: You did not give uts miuch
courts will have to determine the matter,
assistance last session.
The MLNISTh'L FOR WORKS: No, the because the Bill is s;ilent on the quaestion.
lion, member seems to have a terrible set cit That is not to say no compensation will
dogs of all kinds. Re accuses the Alsatian of be paid.
Mi. Davy:- Yes.
being ferocious and savage, but judging by
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: That
the Bill of last session and this measure also,
it appears to me that he himself has was not the ease in connection with the
become a sort of political Alsatian.
rinderpest outbreak, when numbers of
The Act gives ample scope and authority cattle were destroyed.
Mr. Davy: That was a Governmental
for the destruction of any dogs that are
action.
killers, become a nuisance, are wanderers
or are troublesome in other directions. I
Mr. Laathamn: There was no law in that.
do not think in any part of the world are
The MTNISTER FOR WORKS: Was
such wide powers given as here for the there not?' People's cows and pigs were dedestruction of dogs that become a nuisance. stroyed. It must have been done under
If that Act is enforced there will be any the law. Of course that was so.
amount of scope for the destruction of
'Mr. Lathamin. The destruction was, but not
Alsatians.
the compensation.
Mr. Lindsay: If you had left the measThe MINI.\STER FOR WORKS: The
ure as it was introduced, it, would have Commonwealth Government stepped in and
been all right.
paid compensation. If the Bill is not to
The IMNISTER FOR WORKS: There provide for compensation, it is a pretty
is ample Power for the destruction of Al- serious proposition for those 'who have insatians or any other dog which becomes a vested their money in this class of dog,
killer and interferes with our flocks. The with the idea of getting their capital, back
BiUl is far more drastic than the one that at a later stage. If that is not confiscation
has been introduced to the Tasmanian Par- of property, I do not know what is. If
liament. I am informed there are be- confiscation is to be endorsed by Parliament
tween 600 and 700 Alsatians. in Western in this instance, I do not know where we
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shall end. In connection with the seizure
of cows suffering from tuberculosis, we
passed a Bill to establish a compensation
fund.
Mr. Latham: You provided for it there.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: Yes.
floes the bon, member favour the idea of
placing the obligation upon the owners to
incur the expense of destroying the animals
which they themselves have imported?
That amounts to confiscation.
Mr. latham: I would favour it in the case
of useless dogs.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: It is
just as welt, then, that the public shbould
know that he stands for confiscation. If
he does so in this instance, he will have
to stand for it in other directions. The
Government suggest that all evidence given
and the Ifacts; advanced by deputations
should be collated.
Mr. Latham: Advanced by interested
parties.
The MINISTER FOiR WORKS: AMl are
interested. The hon. member is interested
in one way against the other. It is all
a matter of inte-rest.
There is interest
on more sides than one. The evidence is
very conflicting, and the step pioposed by
the Bill is very drastic. The proposal I
have to make on behalf of the Government is that the Bill be submitted to a
select committee to conduct a thorough
investigation. The evidence can be collated and a thorough investigation held.
Mr. J. H. Smith: That will mean shelving the Bill.
Mr. Marshall: You are setting up your
own ease.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I am
setting up the argument that has been presented to me by, the other side.
Mr. Angelo: The Minister is offering a
fair proposal.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: Will
members say that merely on the statements advanced by the member for Toodyay, who quotes reports that are given to
him from one source, and on the statements
I have advanced, which are based on information given to me from another source,
they are able to come to a satisfactory
conclusion on the matter? Can the statements of either of us prove or disprove the
argusnents )that have -been !advanded by

either side"

The evidence, so far, is of a
] fpeel that the House
wants justice to be done to all sides. We
do not want to do injustice to anyone, anda
we want to make sure that the ultimate
decision iq in the best interests of the
State as a whole. A proper decision cannot be arrived at by a discussion across
the floor of the House and by each memlicr rhetuginfohuation from one solurce
or another. We shall never get down to
the true position by that means. It would
be better, fairer, and more effective to
appoint a select commaittee to hear both
sides and make recommendations concerning- the matter.
(-ll

ittiig? nature.

3Mr. Lindsay: That means, shelving the
Bill.
The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: It does
not necessarily mean anything of the kind.
Mr. Lindsay: That does not meet with
my approval.
The MIN1ISTER FOR WORKS: The
hion. member and I were both on a select
committee recently. Many witnesses were
called and only a few days elapsed before
the report was furnished. The House will
be sitting for a few weeks yet. No State
Parliament has yet passed a Bill of this
nature. T have numbers of telegrams here
stating what it is proposed to do in the
other States.
The situation in Western
Australia is no more urgent than it is elsewhere in Australia. If the other States do
not propose to pass legislation this year,
it will not hurt us to have a thorough investigation. It is better to do that than
to feel afterwards that wve have arrived at
a decision without justification.
Mr. Marshall: .1 rant you that.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: We
shall be here for three or four weeks yet.
Mr. Angelo: Will the Glovernment promise
to get the Bill through this session if we
do appoint a select committee?
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
Premier has already said that an opportunity will be given to discuss private members' business. It will not be denied in
this case. I hope the hon. member will accept
the proposition and agree to a thoroagh
investigation bieing made, so that all sides
may be able to state their case, and the
full facts sifted.
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.MR. LATTAM (York) jfta.OJ: Thse obJeot yr Mu 0$11 is not only to destroy these

dogs, but to provide means for protecting
the pastoral industry.

The Premier:- The destruction of the dogs
is incidental thereto.
Mr. LA THAM: Their destruction means
affording protection to the industry. Many
years ago rabbits1 starlings, sparrows and
foxes were introduced into Australia. If
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The Preniier: But in five years there wfll
be enough to go round for everybody,
.Nr. LATHAM: I have seen these dogs
and feel sure it would be in the best interests of our pastoralists and others engaged
in primary production to prevent any further breeding of those animals. I am just
mtNcomipetent Wojudge the question as anyone else. The gentlemen who sent out this
jpink propaganda did so because they are

the Minister for Works had been on the
floor of the House then, no doubt be would

engaged in the business of breeding and

have defended the action of those responsible.
What have these pests east the

Mr. Mann: That is not fair,
Mr. Angelo: There are many other kinds
of dogs.
Mr. LATH AM: I do not know whether
that is their livelihood or not but they intcnd& to do the best they can to see that
Parliament does not deprive them of their
livelihood. I have read several of the corninunications they have sent out in reply to
the member for Poodyay (Mr. Lindsay).
tTifortunately many members have not given
enough consideration to our primaryv idustries, wvhich provide the wherewithal for
them to carry on the State. They have
given too much consideration to dogs. Every
timne that legislation is brought dawn for
the protection of the pastoral industry, the
dog question crops up. The care and protection of dog" seem to weigh more with
some members than the care and protection
of sheep.
Mr, Kenneally: And the protection of

country?
The Mlinister for Works: To be logical
you should prevent any importations whatever.
Mr. LATHAM: Yes, if there is any
chance of danger accruing to our industries I would do so, despite the MNinister.
Mr. Davy: This Bill is not a matter of

preventing importations: it is a matter of
destroying property that is already here. It
should be argued on that basis.
Mr. LATHAM: If the total losses that

selling these dogs.

these pests have brought to the people of
this State could be computed, the toll would
be found to be enormous.
The Premier: Sparrows and rabbits have
nto relationship to this matter.
Mr. LATHFAM: The Premier's remark
makes me think he does not know what
rabbits have cost the pastoralists of New life?9
South Wales and VictoriaMr. LATHAM: Yes
I want members
The Premier: T knew that before you to view the matter the other way. The
ever saw Australia.
Minister says these people are entitled to
Mr. LATHAM: The Premier is older compensation. I do not say they should not
than I thought he was.
he compensated. If their dogs become a
The Premier: That was when you were men ace to sheep owners, however, who will
in the Old Country.
pay for the loss of the stock?9 Who will
Mr. LATHAM: The Premier is only hear the cost that is inflicted upon the pasguessing. I will always do what I can to toral industry?
Mr. Marshall: Do you think these dogs
prevent the same thing happening with Alsatian dogs. The Federal Government have have become a menace?
Mr. LATHAM: There is a probability
seen the necessity for preventing the importation of these animals for five years of that occurring.
Mr. Marshall: You are speaking- in anThey must have given serious consideration
to the matter. Seeing that they have done ticipation of the future.
Mr. Angelo: It was not thought that
this, what is the use of giving people a
monopoly in these dogs? We must take foxes would become such a menaca
Mr: LATflAM: I said there was a prosteps to prevent the breeding up of such
bability of these dogs becoming a menace.
fierce animals.
The Premier: It is not a monopoly.
This is -a serious matter and we should not
Mr. LATHAM: No one will be able to view it from the standpoint of the owner
import them for Ove years.
of a few days that produce nothing for this
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State. We ean do without the AsaU=Sn;
we have good sheep dogs in the kelpie and
the collie.
Mr. Marshall: And they kill, too.
Mr. LATHAM: I do not say that they
don't but the kelpie is far easier to train
as a sheep dog than an Alsatian.
Mr. Marshall: You have had no experience with Alsatians!
Mr. LATHAM: I do not want to have
any such experience. I would not have an
Alsatian on my place if they gave rme £50
a month to have it there. The liability
would be too great. I have read the doeament; sent to us by Mr. C. HI. Snowden, the
secretary of the Alsatian Breeders' Association. I notice there is a reference to Mr.
S. G. Smithin, who is described as a Mrfmer
at Benger. I have searched the electoral roil
for that district, and I have not been able
to find the name of Mr. Sniitbin, farmer, of
Benger. I know a Mr. Smiithin there. He
is on a farm at Benger, and I know there
is an Alsatian dog on that farm. I saw
the dog. It was kept in a wire-netting
enclosure that was covered on the top so that
the dog could not possibly get out of it.
Member: He would not want to.
Mr. LATHAMI: It was kept in a cage
and was pacing backwards and forwards
just like a lion at the Zoo.

The P'remier: Andl the

s~ame as it man

would do if he were confined in a cage.
11r. LATREAM1: Just so. If the Alsatian
i" such a fine animal, capable of being
trained so easily, -why was this animal not

taken about on a chain like an ordinary
dog?
Ron. W. D. Johnson: Perhaps the people
were afraid you would steal it.
Mr. LA THAM: Then they must have
mistaken we for the bon. member. I have
not yet reached the stage of stealing other
people's dogs, and I certainly have no desire to steal this type of dlog. Thep, again,
I noticed the name of TMr. H. G. Vine,
described as a farmer at Merredin. I have
searched the electoral rolls for Merredin and
also the York and Yilgzarn rollsa for the surrounding electorates, and I cannot find any
record of Mr. H. G. Vine. He cannot he
an important person, otherwise his name
would he on the roll.
Hon. W. D. Johnson: Perhaps he is under
age.
lit. LATHAM: I have no knowledge
regarding Sir Joynton Smith, "Smith's

W'ly,** "aI -tha
mentioned in Mr.
Snowden's mnemorandum, hut I have pao
doubt that Sir Joynton Smith and the others
referred to, regard this question from the
Point of yiew of the dog and not from that
of the pastoral industry. The member for
Too dyay, when introducing the Bill, gave
instauces to show what the Alsatian is capable of doing. In the "Daily News" of the24th October there appeared the followingparagraph:Mss X~ Brawm, of Myrtlc-road, Folkeatona,
'was taen to hospital recently after being
mauled by an Alsatian dog. Miss Bramm
stopped to stroke the dog wben it jumped at
her, knocked her down, ad bit her about the
back and shoulder.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: Did you look up
that electoral roll?
Mr. LATHAM. The member for Guildford is -a sheep owner, and if he chooses
to treat this subject lightly, he may do so!
The MAinister for Works: Did yout notice
what happened in Melbourne when a bulldog attacked a woman?
'Mr. LATUAM1: We are not dealing with
bulldogs in this instance. We had a Bill
dealing with other classes of dogs last year;
now we wish to go further. In the "Daily
News" of the 28th October last, there was
this further paragraph, under the heading
"Children Attacked"kOnt the ground that it was dangerous, the
Farehbam magistrates reently ordered an Alsatian dog belonaing to Mr. Bob 'Morris, of
Wickham, to be destroycd- It was stated that
the animitl broke ont and attacked several
small ehildirrn.
Mrorris, who said that the dog
wasg valued at AOguineas, wras summoned for
not keeping it under proper control. He said
it was%not dangerows. A wvoman staying at his
house, he admitted, was bitten by it on the
tpsa.
There are a couple of additional instances;
of Alsatian dogs having attacked people. I
hope hon. members will treat this matter
seriously, and help us to protect industries
to which Western Australia has to look for
her future prosperity..
Hoi. W. D). Johnson: Are you prepared

to include kanguaoo dogs as welli
Mr. LATHAM: The hon. member knows
very well that an attempt was made last
year to protect the pastoralists from that
standpoint, but we dlid not succeed.
Hon. W. D. Johnson: What about including the lot, so that we can rope them all
inI
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Mr. LATH AM: We will deag with one
breed at a time. If it was necessary for
the Federal Parliament to prohibit the importation of Alsatians, we are surely justifled in pursuing the course suggested. There
is certainly the necessity for us to control
the ,do-.% that are in Western Australia. I
hope hon. members will view this question
entirely from the pastoralists' point of view.
Mr. Davy: Why should we do anything
entirely from the pastoralists' point of view?
Mr. LATIIAM: If the hon. member
chooses to ask a question like that, I can
,only reply that the pastoral and agricultural industries represent the backbone of
Australia.
Mr. Davy: T will not do anything from
the point of view of anyone in particular.
Mr. LaATHAM:- That is for the hon. member to say.
Mr. Davy: We should view matters from
the point of view of everyone,
Mr. Marshall: Perhaps the bon. member
would hold a different view if he were a
pastoralist.
Mr. LATHAM: The member for West
Perth should know that the effects of the
pastoral industry find their way down to
everyone in the State.
Mr. Marshall: And it keeps you going,
too.
Mr. LATHAM: Perhaps; the bon. member
is not aware of the position regarding the
pastoral and agricultural industries.
The Premier: You must he fair to everyone.
Mfr, Davy: Of course.
'Mr. Angelo: But there are plenty of
breeds of dogs other than the Alsatian.
NAr. LATHAM: The ease submitted by
the member for Toodyay (Mr. Lindsay) was
a fair one, hut the suggestion submitted by
the Minister for Works, which would have
the effecet Of' pnttinT Off the evil dayV, waq
mnwise. I do not think the proposal for a
selet committee will appeal to members of
this House.
The Premier: It would give the other
side a chance.
Mr. TATHTAM: But we do not ego to
others affected every lime we deal with legisation. We are Rent here by our electors
to legislate for the whole of the people.
'Mr. A. Wanabrough: Not for one see"ion.
Mr. LATHTAM: When did the Premier
send his lorinslation along to select committee% for further inquiries?
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The Premier: Often Bills have been referred to select committees.
Mr. LATHAM: Very seldom. The Premnier has said that the work of select comnmittees was not of advantage,
The Premier: When did I say that?
Mr. LATHAM:. When we asked for a
select committee.
The Premier: In those instances it was not
warranted!
Mr. LATHA3I: The Premier has asserted
that select committees have not been useful,
and that the work of those bodies was of
limited value to the Chamber.
The Premier: They are very useful at
times.
MUr. LiATHAM: At any rate, 1 ask hon.
Members to accept the responsibility their
electors placed upon them and to deal with
this question as the electors would have
them. I can assure the House that we could
well do without the Alsatians for sheep
dogs.
Mr. Marshall: You are speaking without
experience; they are very good sheep dogs.
Mr. LATHAM: Where has the hen. memher seen an Alsatian workdng
Mr. Marshall: Here in the city.
The SPEAKER: Order!2
Ur. LATHAM: That is what I expected
-in St. George s terrace.
Mr. Marshall:- Yes, and on the Showground at Claremont as well.
The SPEAKER: Order! If the hon.
member interrupts again I shall have to
take certain steps.
Mr. LATHAM: I ask hon. members to
accept the responsibility east upon then to
deal with this matter as the electors would
have themn deal with it. If they do that, I
will have no fear of the result. We should
dismiss from our minds the question of the
ownership of these dogs and take into consideration the damage that may result if
they are allowed to extend through the country districts, We should have before us al
the time 'what it has cost the people of Australia since the introduction of the rabbit,
which appeared at the outset to be so harmless, hut which remained to be such a pest.
The iieople in the agricultural and pastoral
industries have had to pay a tremendous
toll. We can do without the Alsatian dog
and it will not add to the wealth of the
country if we allow it to breed here. It
will adversely affect industries upon whisk
Australia has to depend.
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MR. J. H. SMITH (Nelson) £8.26]: .1
shall oppose the appointment of a select
committee to deal with the Bill. We should
decide to-night on the fate of the Bill itself.
I do not think a select committee would
serve any good purpose. The proposal of
the Minister for Works is merely one way
The member for
of defeating the issue.
Toodyay ('Mr. Lindsay) will be well advised
to accept a decision regarding the Bill itself
this evening. The meason why I say a select
commaittee will serve no good purpose is that,
on the one hand, the member for Toodyay
quoted authorities be had collected within
the State and from other parts of the world,
aud, on the other baud, we had the Minister
for Works, who spoke as member for South
Fremantle, I presume, championing the
cause of the breeders of these animals and
quoting authorities from here and from
other parts of the world as well. If we appointed a select committee to deal with the
Bill, what would happen. No good purpose
could be served.
Mr. Davy: Why?
Mr. J. fr. SMITH: Because the issue
will be the same.- We will have the same
class of information placed before the select
committee, and we will not be advanced at
all. 1 hope the member for Toodyny will
reply to the debate this afternoon and ascertain if the circular letter members have
received has borne any fruit. My vote will
he east after I have heard the member for
Toodyay's reply. I am satisfied, seeing that
the Pastoralists Association, the Royal Agricultural Society, and different local governing authorities throughout the country areas
have approached the hon. member, who has
also done great work as a member of the
Central Vermin Board, with a request that
he should introduce a Bill for the destruction
of Alsatian dogs, that that course would not
have been adopted unless there was danger
to he apprehended. If the danger does exist7 it is the duty of Parliament to see that
it does not proceed any further.
In his
circular letter, Mr. Snowden is quite justifled in advancing his arguments from the
point of view of a breeder. As a business
proposition it is quite all right for him to
place all the information he can before us,
in an endeavour to prevent the Bill becoming law. The importation of Alsatians into
Australia is forbidden, and that means that
Mr. Snowden and others who are engaged
in breeding the dogs will have a monopoly
of the whole business.

The Premier: What nonsense!
Mr. J. H. SMITH: The Premier says,
"What nonsense."
The Premieir: Anybody can buy the dogs
as well as Mr. Snowden, and breed them too.
Mr. J. HE.SMITH: Mr. Snowden may
have the best dogs in Australia, but if the
member for Toodyay (M~r. Lindsay) can
convince the members of this House that his
facts are right and that what Mr. Snowden
has put up is wrong, we shall be quite satisfled in voting for the second reading of the
Bill. But we shall be making a grave blunder if we appoint a select committee to consider the matter. I hpope the member for
Toodyay will not listen to the proposal.
The Premier: It will help the Bill to get
through if there is a case at all.
'Mr. J. H. SMAITH: Even if a select committee were appointed it would take three
or four weeks to consider the matter.
The Premier: Why should iti
Mr. J. H, Smith:- The member for
Toodyay has all his facts collected; he has
had them for months, and months.
Member: For years and years.
Mr. J. HI. SMITH: And Mr. Snowden
has had his facts collected also I suppose
for years and years. If we appoint a select
committee we shall get over again all the
statistics that have already been supplied to
us. The select, committee will take two or
three weeks to consider the matter and the
Christmas holidays will be on us and no
finality will be reached. Possibly also the
select committee will look for those people
who, according to the member for York, do
not exist. It will be a blot on the intelligence of this House if we allow the Bill to
go to a select committee. The only effect
will he to create delay and there will not be
an opportunity to send the Bill to another
place, and moreover we shall shortly be in
the throes of the elections and we shall forget all about Alsatian dogs.
MR. DAVY (West Perth) [8.33] : It is
remarkable that every time the word "dog"
is mentioned in this House we getThe Premier: Excited.
Mr. DAVY: It is certainly extraordinary
that an entirely non-party matter should
engender so much feeling. Recently I was
approached by people interested in the subject and asked what my views were on the
Alsatian Dog Bill. I said. I had been following the controversy in the newspapers
for years past but had found it very dill-
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cult indeed to make up my mnind which side
was right.
One side had declared the
Alsatian to be the wildest and mnost fiendish
animal on the face of the globe, while the
other side said it was the most gentle and
sweet-natnred.
One side quoted instances
of the dog's brutality and the other contradicted the assertions made, and quoted instances of docility. Whilst I am prepared
to vote in favor of exterminating the breed,
if the 'weight of evidence is againsat the dog,
I propose to hear what is said by the other
side before committing myself.
I have
heard what has been said by the Miaister

for Works and I find myself now

favouring

the appointment of a select committee to
make a closer investigation of the evidence
that has been submitted to us. True, the
evidence on the other side is nothing more
than hearsay, and so the select committee
should he given the opportunity to call evidence, weigh that evidence and determine
whether the balance of weight is against the
dog. If it is against the animal I shall agree
that it should be wiped out.
We cannot
afford to run the risk of permitting this
animal to propagate in Western Australia if
it is dangerous to sheep.
But the point
seems to be that the dog is by far the most
iatelligent and the most active dog in the
world, and, what is more, it is claimed that
it is a utility dog. It is not a dog that would
be kept in towns by dog fanciers only; it
is a dog that should be bred for utility purposes.
Mr. Angelo: That is the danger.
Mr. DAVY: It is said that its, breed
must spread through the country districts,.
It certainly will not be kept as a pet; it is
no good as a pet; it is born and bred for
work.
M1r. "Marshall: Active work, too.
Mr. DAVsY: And it cannot be kept in
a place where it would not be in touch with
other dogs. But it has not been proved to
mee that it is sav-age. So I say the suggestin of the Minister for Works is the proper
one(-. I cannot see that the appointment of
a select committee will result in shelving
the Bill. Even supposing it does, and the
Bill is carried over to next session. Are we
light-heartcdly going to pass a piece of legislation that will hare the effect of destroying
at least a good deal of the valuable nroperty
of a lot of people in Western Australia?
Are we going to do that without having
weighed the evidence on both sides? I

suggest to certain hon. members who have
spoken that they did not improve their case
by casting aspersions on the manner in
which a certain gentleman outside the House
has put up) material to us. I never will
agree that because a mail has a personal
interest in at subject, what he says on that
s.ubject must be dishonest.
Mr. Latham: I never made any such
suggestion.
'Mr. DAYVY: T ami not hitting at anybody
in particular, but the suggestion has been
made that because Mr. Snowden is a breeder
of these dogs-Ir., Latham: I did not know he was a
breeder, though I knew he had one.
Mr. Mann:- He is not a breeder.
Mr. DAVY: The suggestion was made
that because he was a breeder, anything he
said must he dishonest or untruthful. That
suggestion, if it were carried out, would
take us back to the dark ages when persons
accused of a crime were not allowed to give
evidence in their own favour because, niaturally, they must be telling lies. That is not
the proper attitude to take up. We are
entitled to hear Mr. Snowden or anyone
else who likes Alsatian dogs and who will
take up the cudgels in their behalIf, and
weigh whatever they may have to say against
the arg~unents advanced by the opponents
of the dog. I protest against a certain
attitude that always seems to creep) in on
the dog question. It crept in last session
and it has9 crept in again this sesion. It is
the suggestion that those who do not completely agree with certain members who are
in favour of the proposed legislation are
hostile to the pastoral industry. That is
not a fair attitude at all. Tf, after reading
the evidence of the select comumittee, which
T hope will be appointed, T come to the
conclusion that I should vote against the
Bill, I shall certainly do so and I1 wl COnsider it a gross injustice if anyone says
that that proves I am against the pastoral
industry merely because I differ from somebody else. I thinkc the member for Toodyay
has made out a powerful case fer close
investigation and that a select committee
should be appointed to listen to what the
other side has to say. If the ease of the
member for ToodIyav is not ovethrown by
evidence that is called by the select cornvnittee, then we ought to agree with what
be wants us to do. At the same tine I
do say that compensation ought to be
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paid to people whose valuable animals are
going to be destroyed. If the Bill is carried through the second reading, there are
one or two amendments that I intend to
suggest in the Committee stage.
On motion. by the Premier, debaite adjourned.
BILLr-WHEAT BAGS ACT AKENDMlENT.

Mr. SPEAKER: I declare that the
quen.tiun is resolved in the affirmative by an
absolute majority.
Bill read a second time,
N C'ommittee, etc.

Hill passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment, and
the report adopted.

Second Reading.

Standing Orders Siw pension moved.

Order of the day read for the resumption
of the debate from the 23rd October.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

The PREMIER: I moveThat so much of the Standing Orders be
suspended as is necessary to enable Cho third
reading of the Bill to be taken forthwith.
Question put.

BILLr-ELECTORAL PROVINCES.
Second Reading.

Order of the Day read for the resumption of the debate from the 10th September.
Question put.
Mr. SPEAKER: The passing of the seeond readlintZ of this Bill requirin, -in absolute majority, I order the division bells to
be rung.
Bells rung, and a, division taken with the
following result.28
Ayes
10
Noes
Majority for

I

18

AVISO.

Mr. Ohessan
3.ir. Clydesdaie
Mr. Collier
Mr. Corhoy
M r. Coverley
Si r. Cowan
Mr. Cunningham
Si r. Griffith.
Mi.s Holman
MTr.Johnson
Mr. Kennenily
Mr. Kennedy
Mr, Lamibert
NIr. Lamond

Mr. Lathamn
Lindsay
Marshall
Mr.
t
Mr. McCollum
M r. Miliington
Munals
Mr.
Rowe
Mr. Sleernan
J. H. Smith
Mr.
Troy
MhIr.
A. Wansbraugh
Willcebel
Withers
Wilson

(Teller.)
Noss.
Mr.
Nit.
Mr.
%ir.
Sir.

Angeoa
ARmwn
Davy
V

Mean

onn

Sir .Inmos Mitchell
MrT. Taylor
M r. Teesdale
Mlr. C. P, W~anshrough
Mr. North
I Teller. 1

Mr. SPEAKER: An absolute majority
being required for the passing of the
motion, I direct that the bells be rung for
a division.
Bells rng, and a division taken with the
following result:25
Ayes
Noes
Majority for

14

.

Ares.
*Mr. Cbesson
*Mr, Cwydesdale
Slr. Collier
i r. Cnrb6y
M r. Coverlay
Air, Cow-an
M r. CUnnifA01n
Mis's Hoiman
Mr. Johnson
M r. IHennleally
MIr. Kennedy
hMr, Lambert
M r. Lamond

Mr, Angelo
M r, Brown

Mr. Ferguson
MrT. Griffiths
%Ir.Lindsay
M r. Mann

Mr.
M r.
NJ .
M r.
Atr.
Mr.

Latbam
Marshall
MeCallum
Millinglon
Munsie
Rowe

sleemam

Troy
.Nlr. A. Wnnshroiigh
Mr. Wilicock
Mr Withers
Wilson
(Teler.)

S;r lames Mitchell
MrT. Taylor
Mr. Teesdsle
Mir. C. P. Wtfl~brougb
Mr. North

(Teller.)

Mr. SPEARER: There not being an ahsolute majorityv, the motion is lost.
On f tuther motion by the Premier, orderer]
that the third reading of the Bill he made
an Order of the Dlay for the nest sitting
of the House.

[30 Ooronn

BILL-UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN
AUSTRAIA ACT AMENDMENT.
Council' Amendment.
Amendment made by the Council now considered.
In Comamittee.
Mr. Lambert in the Chair: the Premier
in cbimrge of the Bill.
Clause 4.-Insert after the word "shall"
in line nineteen the words ''notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in
the Fines and Penalties Appropriation Act,
1909, or any other Act.''
The PREMIER: I move.That the amendment be agreed to.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amnendmient agreed to.
reported

and

the
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The effect of the amendment will be that
the extension of the time for the appointment of the members of the Licenses Reduction Board can be dealt with once only.
Hon. SIR JAMES MITCHELL: I1 presume that the effect of this will be that
the appointment of the board will be for
12 months.
The Minister for Justice: That will be
dealt with by a later amendment.
Hon. SIR JAMES MITCHELL: I am
in agreement with that proposal but I did
not favour the Bill in its original form
because it would have made the members
dependent upon the Government each six
months for the renewal of their appointments.
Amendment put and passed.

It deals with the disposal of fines. As the
Bill is worded, under the Fines and Penalties Appropriation Act of 1909 the fines
could not go to the governing authorities
of the University. To put the matter beyond doubt, this amendment has been
made. This will make it doubly sure that
the fines will go to the University. Evidently the Legislative Council did not desire to take any risk.

Resolution
adopted.

1929.]26

report

BILL-LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT.
Second Reading.
Order of the Day read for the
resumption of the debate from the 24th October.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.
In Committee.
Mr. Lambert in the Chair: the Minister
for Justice in charge of the Bill.
Clause i-agreed to.
Clause 2-Amendment of Section 21:
The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: I move
an amendmentThat in lines 5 and 6 the words "fromt time
to time" be shruck out.

The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: .1 move
an amendmentThat in line 6 the word '"Six'' be struck
out and ''twelve'' inserted in lieu.
Mr. LATHAM: I hope that the amendment will not be agreed to, because six
months is quite long enough if it is proposed to extend temporarily the powers
of the board. Surely the Government will
have sufficient time withiii which to make
up their minds whether they will re-appoint the present members of the board, or
substitute others for them.
The Premier: It is not a question of the
personnel of the board but of an amendment to the Act.
Hon. G. Taylor: And that cannot be
amended this session.
Mr. LATHAM: The Minister has not explained the position.
The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: The
intention is not to alter the time merely
for the purpose of postponing matters a
little longer. Last session we extended the
period during which hotelkeepers could be
de-licensed and receive conpensation from
the fund that was established. No additional money is being paid into that fund.
When the money in the fund is exhausted,
the Government will be faced with the
necessity for considering whether or not
the Licenses Reduction Board shall be reappointed in the future. There is hardly
time to consider that point and introduce
amending legislation this session. After
12 months further experience we shall be
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in a better position to judge, and then
legislation can be introduced by the Government next year.
Amendment put and passed; the clause,
as amended, agreed to.
Title-agreed to.
Bill reported with amendments.

BILL-LAND TAX AND INCOME TAX.
Second Reading.
Debate resumed from the 22nd October.
HON. SIR JAMES MITCHELL (Northam) [9.10]: This Bill is submitted annually to us and is considered by members very
carefully. From time to time we have
granted taxation. I suppose there was never
before a period in the history of this State
when reduced taxation could be demanded
with more justification than now. In support of that statement there are two considerations. One is that our sinking fund
eharges are being paid in patt by the FedLast year 99.000 wasi
eral Government.
paid by the Federal Government towards a
sinking fund on the debts of the States.
That £99,000 must be taken from the people of this State before it can he paid
on our account by the Federal Government.
Under the terms of the Financial Agreement, the Government are convinced that
the people are not penalised at all. The
fact is that nothing is saved to this State
because of the Financial Agreement. The
Federal Government pay only on our account money they first take from the people
of this State. The Federal Government pay
£474,000 on account of the State's interest
Bill. But it is collected by the Federal Government from the people of this State. The
special new payment of £99,000 last year
and to be paid this year will be made up by
additional taxation. The people are already sufficiently taxed, and they do
not desire more taxation. The Premier.
will agree that if the Federal Government
are to raise money and in raising it save
our Treasury £99.,000, then all the people
will have to contribute towards that amount.
The people will be foolish to pay twice and
they will have to pay twice if they continue
to pay taxation to the State and also pay
that imposed by the Federal Government.
The Premier: Although the Federal Government paid portion of the sinking fund

charges, they are not levying additional talxaition upon us.
Of
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL:
course they are.
The Premier: The tax has remained the
same.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: In order
to get the £99,000, the Bruce Government
proposed to impose a tax oil tobacco and
beer.
The Premier: But that Governmient has
gone.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: But
there will he further proposals, we are told,
by the present Federal Government. We
have no reason to believe that the peopie here were saved £99,000 last year.
We are not going to give the Premier the
taxation he had before. He mast take off
the £99,000. Then we have another amount
of £360,000.
The Premier: Are youl going to take that
off, too?
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Yes, and
it will leave the Premier all that he had before. This £3S60,000 represents the amount
we have been paying for years to our sinking fund trustees in London. But tinder
the Financial Agreement we have been able
to get out of our responsibilities in London,
and we no longer intend to pay sinking fund
on our debts, neither do we intend to Pay
interest on the investments held by the sinkig fluid trustees, So we shall save that interest, and save also the sinking fund on
the whole of our debts, representing
£C360,000 this year. That gives the Premier
an advantage under the Financial Agreemnent of £E459,000 iii those two itemsq alone.
Up to now the people have been paying
both items, and in view of the altered circumstances they will require some relief.
Also what we have done is to postpone the
time of payment of our loans; we shall have
to pay interest on all our debts for the next
58 years, whereas if our sinking fund had
been continued, we should have discharged
many of our debts within the next few
years. So, of course, the people must be
relieved of taxation now because they
will have to pay- so much longer than was
contemplated. The Premier says he is goig to have a credit balance of £105,000.
So if we get all these amounts we shall have
to relieve the taxpayer considerably. There
are many advantages that ought to be considered. We have the special grant of
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£300,000 this year and next year from the
Federal Government.
The Premier: It is £200,000, not £300,000.
Hon. Sir JAMdES MITCHELL: No, it
is shown as £300,000.
The Premier: That includes that other
diminishing grant that we were getting. It
is £200,000 plus that special grant we have
been getting fer long years.
Hon. Sir JAMES M7ITCHELL: Yes,
plus the special rant of £250,000, reducible
by £10,000 a year. But by now we shall be
drawing very little under the rant, about
£35,000,
The Premnier: No, about £70,000.
Hon. Sir JAMES AHTCH1ELI: At any
rate, we have devoted the hest part of
£200,000 to the reduction of income tax. So
I propose that we shall say nothing about
the £300,000 when we consider reducing taxation. We will let that go and be content to get other amounts. Then we have obligations to face. But we have under the
Migration Agreement very great advantages.
To date, we have saved interest totalling
£C600,000 under the Migration Agreement.
This year we shall save £184,000 at least,
representing the difference between 5V4 per
cent., which has been the rate under ordinary loans, and the 1 per cent, we are paying
under the Migration Agreement. We propose to let that go, too, relying for reduction upon the £99,000 that the Federal Government are going to take from us, and the
£360,000, which is the amount we are no
tonger obliged to pay to the trustees
in London.
The Premier made a comparison between the taxation proposed
here and the taxation proposed in the
other States of the Commonwealth. Of
course, taxation in Queensland is particulary high. 'Mr. McCormick, who was
Treasurer of Queensland when the Financial Agreement was being discussed,
said that Queensland had heen on a financial jazz. That was when he was asking
his people to accept the Financial Agreement. Queensland has been on a financial jazz, ol course, ekid in 'consequence her rates are up. So, too, in
Hew South Wales. Victorian rates are
a little below ours, There they have
a rate for personal exertion, and another for income derived from property, just
about equal to ours, particularly in the
lower amounts. JIn South Australia they have
spcnt mnoney very freely and in consequence

htne had to increase taxation. There they
spent something like £11,000,000 on e-xisting railway lines.
The Premier: Their rates are very much
aI)ove ours.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Yes, it
ought to be a lesson to this State and to
the other States.
Mr. Marshall: A lesson not to import
Yankee experts.
Hon,. Sir JAM ES MITCHELL: We can
afford to import brains from anywhere.
What happened there is that the railway
lines were all established, but they spent
millions of pounds in improving the lines
without increasing the traffic. So, of course,
the general taxpayer has had to face the
cost of that enormous expenditure, with the
result that taxation rates have, gone up.
Mr. Marshall: We do not want them
here, do we!9
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: We do
not wvant what?Mr. Marshall: Yankee experts.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: I do not
think they were all Yankees in South Australia. Mr. Gunn, who was Premier at the
time this money was speint, is a South
Australian.
Mr. Marshall: But he got a Yankee expert to do the job.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: I do not
know about the Yankee expert, hut I do
know it was unwise to expend the money.
A few years ago people from this State sent
their money to Victoria for investment because the taxation rates there were so much
lower than those in Western Australia. I
do not know how much money was sent in
that way, but we were told that many thousaInds of pounds went across, in order that
income tax might be saved. But now the
position has entirely changed, and the other
States are no longer able to carry on at the
rates they once imposed. Tn 1913 the whole
of the Australian States lived on five millions of taxation, whereas in 1928 the taxation of the whole of the States amounted
to 31 millions, or a multiplication by six in
15 years. So, of course, the rates in all the
States have beein increased. This extravagance has got to stop.
The Premier: But since 1913 the whole
of the world has been turned upside down
Hon. Sir JAMES "MITCHELL: Maybe,
but we are not the whole of the world. We
are only a small place, settled well away
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from the ordinary disturbances that have land we do not go to the public for money
upset the rest of the world. We have had when we raise a loan. Our loans are conpartitularly good times during the last few trolled by financial agents and by the banks.
years when our wool has been at a high I1 do not suppose we could get the money
price. The export figures are available to we want through the recognised channels.
the member for Murchison to see what has
So there it wvill be seen they can say "no"
happened in the meantime. At any rate we when we ask for money; and it does not
mean a lot of people saying "no," but merely
have nothing to complain of in the production of this State, and nothing to complain one or two authorities. I hope that diffiof at all in the amount of our ex- culty will not long continue; but for the
piorts.
Something might be said against moment it is there, and we shall be troubled
the amount of imports. When we are in to pay our taxation if our imports are
extravagant mood we think more of riot considerably curtailed, as I think they
our imports
than
of
our exports. will he by force of circumstances before
Last year we brought in
Mr. Marshall: And something can be said ve-ry long.
£20,000,000
worth
of goods, which meant a
for that, too.
very big cheque for 400,000 people to pay.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: I hope During the war we were not able to import
the hon. member will keep quite quiet now,
very much, our figures being less than half
and say it when his turn comes.
that amount, yet we all managed to carry
Mr. Marshall: If only you would keep
on somehow. We shall have to avoid all
nuiet, other members might get a chance.
extravagance, and we shall have to demand
You are always allowed to chip in when I am value for all work done. The Government
speaking.
will have to get a fufl 20s. worth for 20s.
Mr. SPEAKER: I warn the hon. memthe
sp*ent. And thiq will be necessary if
ber once more. r do not like to keep on
work is to go round. If there is enough
reminding him of authority, but I sh:olI be work for all, it will be because of our doing
obliged to e.Nercise it if I have to call him our very best to keep down the cost of work.
Very foolishly we believe we can get along
to attention again.
doing too much work. We cannot.
without
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: When
There is no doubt about it, if we have a
we talk extravagance, of course, it must
mean the imports going up every year. mile of railway to build and can build it for
While our exports are satisfactory, having £3,000 instead of E5,000, we can provide
regard to the small population of the State, very much more in wages for the worker
than we are doing at present. I am certain
our imports seem to me to be soaring altofor the expenditure of our mnoneythat
gether too high. But while people have
money to buy the things that are brought and we have been expending £15,000,000 per
in. importers will continue to bring in those annum-we should try to get full value, in
the interests of the workers themselves. The
things. Just now the Governments of Australia, I know, are having some difficulty in people who are out of work are really our
consideration. People in work are fairly
Eorrowing in London. I think it is largely
of work
due to the fact that we are expecting the comfortably off, but people out
time.
These
a
very
hard
are
having
Old Land to lend us money to pay for goods
and
in
all
costs;
of
high
the
days
are
purchased in America. In that we are certhat we can do we should endeavour to create
Thinly
askig for too much; because, asth
work and the opportunity to work. I assure
position stands in England just now, settleienibers that thlit will not be the vast- unments will have to be made with America,
and that cannot be done without a draining le.., we get fall ialue for all our espendi.)f the nicnevy market. Before the war it ti a These art, tuis of stress fintureially.
There is no reasvn'iit all why Australia
was simple for Britain to pay America, be.ihould be in this position, but the fart recause America owed Britain at great deal of
mlone! and waq paying her £30,000,000 a mains that money is very tight and difficult
year in interest. Now the position is re- to get, and the position will probably grow
versed. a'd it is England that is pay- a little more difficuilt month by month until
inug millions to America.
It is pretty after next harvest.
The Premier: The position is extremely
certain that Britain will not lend us money
to settle our accounts in America. In Eng- difficult.
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Hon. Sir JAXES MITCHELL: There
is sufficient money in the country if we could
only use it wisely. We are apt to imagine
that we create money. We do nothing of
the sort. We simply make things, railways,
chains, tables and a hundred and one other
things, but that is aliwe do. If we make
things cheaply, we provide much greater
opportunity for work than if we make
things that are dea, and we ao provide
much greater opportunity for sale. WVe
shall have to face this trouble, having regard to the fact that everybody is entitled
to a chance to earn a living. We shall have
to speak our minds and tell the people in
their own interests the truth as we see it.4
We cannot say that it does not -matter a
jot how much or how little a man does, that
he shall bare a job and keep it and always
have money to spend. It would be good if
it were so. I should like to see the people
able to earn a living by working only a
very few hours a week, but nature will not
have it. It cannot be done. We are being
taught, and in fact we have been taught in
the last year or two, some pretty severe
lessons, but let us face the position, doing
the best we can for the people t-n daily
wages, We must increase production if we
are going to maintain the standard of living, and it is only by each one doing a
little more that we can bring that about.
I do not propose to discuss that matter at
great length, but I realise what the difficulty
will be. The Treasurer is not likely to receive the income he got last year unless we
are able to keep everybody employed. The
man out of work is the curse of the Treasuy, because while he is out of work, he i
not able to spend, and there is no trade with
him to give a return to the Treasury. It is
the return from trade to the Treasury that
brings in the money to carry on all the
work of Government.
Of taxation there
is a limited amount and probably hardly
suffiient to meet the free services, hut it is
the contribution of trade that is all-important, and it is the work of the people on
the bottom rung of the ladder that creates
trade for us all. No matter how unpalatable
the facts 'nay be, we mast get much nearer
to the people and make the position quite
clear to them. I hope there will be no
extravagance on the part of the Governmient. I dislike dealing with small matters,
but there is one I must mention. In connection with the Mfain Roads Board I be-

lieve that an officer was appointed some.
time ago to travel from contract to eontrnet to ensure that the award rates were
being paid to the workers. That is not
part of the job of Government, because the
men contribute to their unions and have
union representatives in all the camps. The
men can attend to such matters for themselves. If they are told what their wages
are, they will see that they get the right
amoiunt. The law provides that if a contractor underpays a worker, a claim may
be made, for the difference. Even five years
afterwards he may claim the difference between the amount paid to him and the rate
prescribed in the award. Consequently we
have protected him bry legislation to the
flet possible extent, and he further protects himself by paying 'union offirials. I
suppose there is a representative of the
union on every job to watch the interests
of the workers
I object to Government
officials running around the country doing
this sort of work. It cannot he any encouragement to the man with a pick and shovel
to work hard if he sees a Government official travelling from camp to camap, as I
have described. Is it done for the Civil
Service or for any other employees? I
doubt it. But for some time there has been
a Governmeat official, costing a eonsiderabli
amount of money, doing this job, which is
work the Government have no right to
undertake. It is expenditure of that kind
which keeps other people out of work.

Mr. Ferguson: Is9 he paid by tho union
or by the Government?9
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: By the
Government. That sort of thing creates unrest. As this official is so employed, it is
possible there are many others employed
doing nothing- and so creating unemploymieat. I owe the Minister for Ag'rfvuitural
Water Supplies not an apology but perhaps
an explanation. Last night I acu.;ed him
of having spent money rather freely on
water supplies in the Norseman district.
Mr. Teesdale. And he became very cross.
Hon. Sir JAMES 'MITCHELL: I said
that he had spent £60,000 on McIPherson's
Rock scheme. I was wrong; I shouild have
said £67,000 on the water supplies between
Norsemnan and Esperanee - probably two
darns.
The Premier:- There are several dams, one
about every 15 miles.
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Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: The
.Mi nister ought to know how many there
are. Howv many are there? There is one
at Salmon Guins and one at McPherson's
Rock.
The Premier: One at Seaddan and one at
Crass Patch.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: But they
are Ancient works.
Mr. Teesdale: Yes, with) whiskers on
them.
Hlon. Sir JAMkES MITCHELL: The ancient ones were not built out of migration
money. The railwvay, however, was built with
1 per cent, money and cost £264,000. It
was a cheap line, maclh cheaper thau any
other line built during the lost year or two.
The Premier: Are you referring to the
line right through?
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: No, to
the 60 miles from Norseman to Salmon
Gums. 1 accused the 'Minister of having
spent £60,000 on the dam at -AcPherson's
Rock; I should have said £67,000 on the
damns adjacent to the line front Norseman to
Esperanee.
r.ay:The
optimist calls two damns
several.
Him. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: There
are two.
The Premier: There are more than twothere is one about eveny 12 miles. I think
it is the best watered district I have been
through.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: There
is a dam at McPherson's Rock and another
at Salmon Gumns. The others, small ones,
were put down years ago, and have nothing
to do with this expenditure. The two I
have mentioned were built out of 1 per
cent. money, on which in 10 years' !ime we
shall have to pay the full interest rates.
IMeanwhile we are paying very littlo on the
cost of constructing the railwav, about
a2,600 a year.
The Premier: rufo-tunately we are getting very little from it.
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL:
The
Government are getting practically nothing
from it. That is why they have to tax us
so heavily. I should like to qee all that
country settled. I suppose it was intended
when the line wvas built and the roads
cleared, and the water supplies prodided,
that the country would be wettled.
The Premier: I think it will be all right
in time.

Hon. Sir JAMES IMITCHELL: But it
is rears now since that wuntry wvas opened
up. It is useless to put down dams that
will Riot pay us. They encourage birds and
foxes and that is all that is happening nowv.
The work is not costing us iuh at 1 tgt,{iit
probably £4,000 would pay the iitterest on
the money used to build the line and the
dams. That is a very siiwll sun., hut it
would he better if we had the £4,000. The
gap between Salmon Gtnms and -Norsemuan
had to be linkedl by at railway but if we
had settled the country, wie i~ould be saving the £4,000 we are now p~aying tiut.
The Premier: We had to provide a water
supply.
Hon. Sir JAMES M.%ITCHELL:
Al
lines are not built with money at 1 per cent.,
as this line was. But for thA the Premier
would be facing a big interest bill and his
deficit would be increased.
The Premier: We could not leave it without a water supply.
Hon. Sir JAMES -MITCHELL: The
water was not provided to serve the railway line alone; it was provided to serve the
district. The Premier knows that we have
had £4,200,000 under the migration agreement, which money is costing us very little, and which ought to help him with his
balance. Unfortunately, the loss on group
settlement will deprive us of all the advantage we shall get from the expenditure of
the first £10,000,000 of cheap money. We
have already set aside £600,000, which is
the saving of interest on the cheap money
to date, in order to cover group settlement
losses. This year Ave shall save £184,000,
which I hope will be devoted to the same
fund. Still, we have the advantage of the
work done. We have just opened a water
stllpply costingi£25,000. Some advantnge to
revenue has resulted fromt the haulage and
trade caused by' that wvork. There again
we are paying about C2,600 a year interest
It is splendid to have money at such a cheap
i-ate. hrut we raifiiiutkt fail i use of the opportunity granted us by the good offices of
the British and Federal Governments. There
are many other advantag-es that have come
to the Treasurer during the last few years
uinder the Mkir, ham A-zecmirnt. There on
advantages under the Financial Agreement,
to which I objected at the time it was considered, believing that it would be bad for
the State in the long run. However, we
have entered into the Financial Agreement
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anid must abide by it. I press the claim for would be no uncertainty. That would be far
reduced taxation on those two Items-one better than to have the money collected by
of f99,000 and one of £360,000, both of Governments and used by Governments. One
'which we have discussed. Consequently, out pound in the hands of a private individual
of the E459,000 I ask the Premier to con- does as much as £2 in the hands of any
sider whether it would not be wise to reduce Government. I hope the Premier 'will agree
taxation, rather than leave it to the House in Committee to a reduction in the rate of
tax. We never oppose the second reading of
to insist upon a reduction.
The Premicir: The special grant will dis- the Taxation Bill, but it is possible in Committee to effect a reduction in the amount.
appear in another year.
The Premier might also consider the inHon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: We shall
creased valuations set upon town and counhave the special rant for this year and
try properties during the last few years. I
another year. By the end of two years
think about six million pounds has been
things might brighten and we might then
added to city properties, thereby doubling
he better able to stand some additional taxathe taxable value and that about a similar
tion. If the fair thing were done by the
amount has been added to the value of
Federal Government, they would continue
country land, which has also meant doubling
the grant to the State. They ought to give
the amount of taxation paid.
us £450,000 as the Disabilities Commission
recommended, and not for five years but
(Toodysy) [9.47]: 1
MR. LINDSAY
for 25 years. Of course we cannot force
with
a
good
deal of interest to the
listened
the Federal Government to do that, and
meanwhile we have to accept the position remarks of the Premier the other evening.
I have on many occasions in this House sugas it stands.
The Premier: South Australia is getting gested that it was time we dealt with the
Assessment Act. It is no use expecting to
half a million this year.
deal with the rate of tax on a Bill of this
Hon. Sir JAMES MITCHELL: Yes.
nature. I am under the impression that the
Still for two years the Premier will get the Premier last year half promised that we
£300,000 grant. Meanwhile he is saving on
should be given an opportunity to deal with
the sinking fund and on the payments that
the assessments this session.
for years have been made to the trustees
The Premier: No, I did not.
in London. Considering all the advantages
G. Taylor: It must have been said
Hon.
derived by the Treasurer in the last few
was joking.
when
he
years, we can with confidence appeal in the
Mr. LINDSAY: Yes. That was in my
name of the people, for a reduction of taxation, and I go so far as to say that we should mind, and I think the member for West
all insist upon it, particularly the members Perth (Mr. Davy) was also implicated in
supporting the Government. It is the enor- the matter. The time is now ripe, and we
are in the right place.
mous amount paid by Australia in taxation
that is bringing the country into trouble
The Premier: We are in the right place
now. The war is costing us 30 millions a but the time is not ripe.
year. We have also to remember that we
Mr. LINDSAY: From my reading of the
have gone tip £66,000,000 in taxation in 15
various Acts in operation in Australia I
years. There has been too much of it. It
should say that ours is the worst of all.
has been due rather to the increased cost
The Premier was at pains to show that tanaof Government and not so much to the in- tion in Western Australia was at least as
creased expenditure consequent upon the low as, if not lower than, that in the other
war. The interest on borrowed money also
States. That may be so as far as rates and
absorbs a great deal. If all Australian Gov- taxes go. When we come to exemptions and
ernments determined upon it we could give the basis on which the taxation is imposed
the people the services they are getting now there is a big difference. When I was speakht a decreased cost, flow much better it ing on the Address-in-reply I referred to the
would be for the workers of the country to Premier as "lucky Collier." We know what
have 20 million pounds taken off their taxhas occurred in connection with the Finantion. This money could be used by the peo- cial Agreement, and the assistance that has
ple who are now paying it in order to create been rendered by the Commonwealth Govcontinuous; employment about which there ernment. In view of that one would think
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that our finances would be in a position to
enable as to budget for a surplus. The land,
tax receipts have been increased by over
£50,000 in the last four years. One of the
reasons for that, as put forward by the Premier, is that valuations have risen very materially. There are also other reasons. In
Western Australia we pay a land tax on the
first pound. The Premier compared the land
tax paid in this State with that paidI in
Queensland, hut he did not tell members that
in Queensland the first £1,250 of valuation
is exenipt from taxation. It is not possible
to compare rates and taxes without going
back to the question of how they were originally imposed. In Queensland up to the
first £100 is exempt from taxation, In that
State they follow a system we used to have
in this State. If a man paid land tax it
was deducted from the income taxL It is not
altogether right to make a comparison with
other States without going a little further.
I hate had 23 amendments to the land Tax
and Income Tax Assessment Act which have
been prepared for four years, and I have
had no opportunity to speak about them.
The Premier: I should be glad if you
would let me have a copy of them.
Mr. LINDSAY: Next session perhaps I
may be able to use them. There will be an
election in March, and I may be able to convince the present Government, which will
probably be on this side of the House then,
that the Act should be amendedL
The Premier: Take my advice, and do Dot
yet talk about what you are going to do.
Mr. LINT)SAY : Private members who
belong to the Country Party organisation
are continually receiving requests to amend
that Act. People seem to think that because
one is a member, one can amend anything in
this Chamber. No member on this side of
the House can move to amend a Taxation
Act. That must come from the Government.
The responsibility is not on this aide of the
House, but on the opposite side.
The Minister for Lands: They will receive a disillusionment in the future if you
get the responsibility.
Mr. LINDSAY: We are quite prepared
to risk the disillusionment provided we get
the opportunity.
The Minister for Lands- They suffered
that disillusionment before.
Mrt. LInDSAY: I do not think so. The
people were quite satisfied -with the previous
Government. It was not the people who decided the issue on the last occasion and put

the Labour Par-ty into power, but it was
due to the two parties on this side of the
House.
The Minister for Lands: It will happen
again; do not forget that.
Mr. LINDSAY: I do not think so. We
are getting older and acquiring more senseWe are getting very
Mr, Teesdale:
chummy now.
Mr. LINDSAY: We shall not ha divided
as wye were on the last occasion. Members
on this side have learned isidom, and will
he able to show a united front. We shall
be able to convince the people on the question of altering the assessments. We ean
and will get -the opportunity to carry on the
affairs of Government and leal with the lend

ta

The Premier: The party onl your side of'
the House were in office for a long time, but
did not rectify the anomalies you are talking about.
Mr. Latham: They laid a good foundation for you.
The Premier: But you only discovered
the anomalies when you got into Oppositioyi.
Mr. LIND SAY: The Premier's Government did alter things. They put more land
tax upon the people. I san glad to have the.
atssurance of the Premier that he agrees to,
haLve icreased taxation on land.
The Minister for Lands: We reduced your,
income tax by 45 per cent.
The Premier: By 4$ per ceint, to be exact.
Mr. Lathamn: That was because of the
,assistance you received from the Federal
Government.
Mr. LINDSAY: I agree i hat we once had
to pay a super tax. That was because of'
the troublous times through which we were
passing.
3Mr. Kenneally: That was put on by yourGovernment.
Mr. LINDSAY- Many of our citzcas,
were fighting at the war. We had difficulty
iii carrying on, and had to face huge d~eficits.
The Premier:- But you carried on for six
years after the war.
Mr. LINDSAY: And the tax was still
carried on dnring the Premier's time. The
reason why the super tax was taken off was
because of a deadlock between the two,
Houses. In order that the Bill might be
passed by Parliament to increase the land
tax there was a compromise between the
managers representing the two Houses. The
reasont -why a conference was held was hecause the Government were effectingr a re-
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duetion in the exemptions.
I have -never
cavilled at a land tax that will bring into
production unimproved land. The Premier
and members of his party continually stand
up and say they have not increased the tax.
The figures, however, show that they have
inereised it.
The Premier: We have riot said we have
not increased the tax. I have said that the
Tren-ury has not benefited by an increase
in Lhe tax. That is quite a different thing.
Mr. LINDSAY7: The Premier wants the
House to believe that the money brought
no benefit to the Treasury. The tax was
increased from one half penny to one
penny. .It was doubled. The money must
have gone somewhere. Perhaps it went to
the Railway Department.
The Premier: And an equivalent amount
was given away in reduced railway
freights.
Mr. LINDSAY- We have been told by
responsible Ministers that the Railway Department reduced freights by £45,000.
When we analyse the land tax actually received we find that it is double that amount.
The Premier: Hlon. members know that
the increased land tax received was not due
to an increase in the tax itself, hut to an
increase in the valuations.
Mr. LINDSAY: That is another statement.
The Premier: It is a fact.
Mr. LINDSAY: I will reply to that. The
Premier says the increase in the land tax
was not due to the increase in the tax itself, but to the higher valuations.
The Premier: The increase beyond
£C45,000.
Mr. LINDSAY: Before the Act imposing
the land tax was amewdfied, as it affected
agricultural land, we had a £250 exemption. The tax was one halfpenny in the
pound. On city land there was a £50 exemption. A person holding a block of land
not valued at more than £50 paid no tax.
The Premier 's measure wiped out that exemption. The man who had a block of
land wurth les--s than £50 in the city then
had to pay land tax. Hle does not pay
one penny on £50, bat 2d. for under £50).
The farmer and the agriculturist pay land
tax on the first pound and not after a
£250 exemption has been allowed. Certainly there niust have been an increase
in the amount of taxation received.
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The Premier: I say that was taken into
consideration. The abolition of this exemption and the points raised by the hon.
member were calculated in the total increase amounting to £4,000, and an equivalent sum 'was given away in railway
freight charges.
Mr. LINDSAY: In 1925-2t. the land tax
received was £145,830. In 1928-29 the
amount received was £1I96,000O odd. The
increase was not all due to increased valuations.
The Premier: Beyond the £E45,009 it is
due to that. You know that in some gases
values have been douh~ed or trebled.
Mr. LINDSAY: I anm prepared to agree
with that.
There have been increases in
valuation. Lost year alone the increase
was £6,667,000.
The Premuier: That accounts largely for
the increase in tasation received.
Mltl LINDSAY: I agree that the increased valuations have increased the
umount received. Naturally the Premier
11as no concrot ojver that. As the land increases in value, and as the Commissioner
if Taxation sends ow. his otlcial., the as%essments also increase. Not only has the
-ate of tax been doubled, which mneans
doubling the amount collected, but there
have been reductions in exemptions, or they
have been cut, out altogether,
There is an ineieased tax on improved land from one
1
iaifpeany to one penny, and an increased
tax on unimproved land from one penny
to 2d. The collections last year amounted
to £196,000. Has not £90,000 more, therelore been reneived in increased land taxi
The increase is not rill due to the valuations.
The fact that we have doubled the rate
of tax murst douhle the receipts. The railway freights mnay have been reduced by
£45,000 hut the Government have received
in return £90,000 odd. No~ura~y There
maust have been some gain.
The Premier: That is not denied.
Mr. LINDSAY : 1 am glad I have that
admission at last. I should have been
uleVIL
erl to hwy%,tire ass;essment measure before the Hlouse in order lo be afforded an
opportunity of explaining my views on the
need for amendment. I have studied the
various assessment measures of Australia,
and .1 consider this State's to be the wonst.
I have here the Queen-gland Act, together
with many clippings. There £1,250 must
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be the capital value of land before taxation begins; and there are deductions for
water supply, fencing and income tax. I
agree that rural residents must be taxed
in order that the affairs of the State may
I.- ! r i(-tl on: buat I regret that our assessment mneasure is nol before the House, so
that taxation might be placed on a more
equitable footing.
THE PREMIER (Hon. P. CollierBoulder-in reply) [10.2]: Ther is no desire onl my part to evade responsibility for
the increase made by the present Govern
ment in land taxation; but I do object to
the statements made so frequently in the
eountry-not so much in this Chamberat meetings, and also in country newspapers, and generally by way of propaganda carried on by the Primary Producera Association, on the lines that the present Government are responsible for the increase of land taxation to the extent of
300 per cent. It is not admitted-and the
failure to admit it is unfair- that the increase in the amount of land taxation paid
brtihe farmer i,5 due largely to increased
valuations. It is entirely misleading to
take the total amount received from land
taxation four or five years ago, and the
total amount of land taxation. for last
year, and to assert that the great increase
shown is due to increase in taxation levied
hi 6, to encoh
by the present Government
statements I take exception. H-on. members
are quite justified in criticising, if they so
desire, the Government for having increased tile tax; but they should i all fairnes4 let it be known that a large proportion of the total amount paid by farmers
is due to no action of the Government, but
to increased valuations.
Mr. Lathamn: Previously the farmer paid
only one tax. Now he pays, two.
The PREMIER: I accept responsibility
for that, az, I have trequently stated; but
I will not accept responsibility for something with which the pres;ent (Jovernment
have notimig whatever to c1,. New valuations were set on foot before we took otliceAdditional officials were employed to do
the work, and I think nine-tenths of the
cost of the work was paid by the State.
It was agreed by the previous Government
-whom I do not criticise at all for their

ateion-that i e- vai

ations, might be regarded
as overdue.
Mr. Lindray: I agree.
rrhe PRE~iNEFR: There were score -, and
perhaps hundreds, of falrmers whose valuations for taxation purposes were only one
third of the actual value, When references. are now made to the amounts lpaid
by farmers in taxation, hon. members
should be fair.
According, to sp~eeches
made, there is downright misrepresentation
in telling the farmiers and settlers things
that are unfair. It has not often been
pointed out in the country that the increased amounts farmers have to payv are
in large MueasLure due to re-v1aluation. The
Government are-always saddled with thre
responsibility of increasing tax~ation.
Mr. Latham: But you imposed two taxes,
whereas formerly there was only one.
The PREMIER: I admit that; hut the
Government will not be saddled with responsibility for what they did not do. That
responsibility belongs to hon. members opposite. In all the newspapers supporting
the Primary Producers' Association it has
been stated that the present Government increased the land tax by 300 per cent. That
statement is distinctly untrue, and members
who make it know it to be untrue. Let
them confine themselves to the increases
made by the Government, and not charge us
wvith having imposed an increase of 300 per
cent. That statement has been poured into
the ears of farmers all over the country.
Mr. Davy: What does the taxpayer care
about how the amount he has to pay is arrived atI
The PREMIER : He does care.
Mr. Davy: Every Government must he reslponisible for the amount of tax it collects.
The PREMI1ER: No. The Governient are
responsible only for what they have done.
Mr. Davy: Every year YOU Licrease taxation.
Hon. G. Taylor: Why not alter the Assessment Act?
The PREMI1ER: The assessment Act has
nothing to do with the tax. The Assessnient Bill provides for a certain valuation,
but the Government are not respoi sible for
the increases in valuations.
Mr. Davy: You are getting inure money
now than you originally got.

The PREIER: Of

course.

Mr. Davy: Thea why not reduce taxation ?
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Because the financial
The PREMI1ER:
situation will not permit it. Our tax, as I
have stated, is fair compared with similar
taxes in other Australian States. No one
can say that a penny in the pound on uinimproved values is an excessive tax.
The Minister for Lands: Let them compare our conditions with those imposed in
South Australia.
Mr. Latham: But it represents a heavy
burden on top of other taxation they have
to pay. This is taxing the tools of trade
of the farmer.
The PREMIER: The people of Western
Australia are not overtaxed ou the average
in comparison with those residing in the
Eastern States. On a former occasion I
gave instances of the land and income taxes
paid by the farmers. The taxation here is
considerably below the direct taxes levied in
other States, more particularly with regard
to the income tax. It is well to let the
farmers know, when they are reminded of
the burden imposed by the laud tax, that
they enjoyed a 48 per cent, reduction in income tax. They cannot have it both ways.
Mr. Latham: But the farmers were not
the only ones who received that reduction.
The PREMIER: I know that, but the
farmer is included among those who did receive that benefit. As a matter of fact, more
than half the land tax is paid by other than
farmers.
Mr. Lindsay: But the farmers pay a large
proportion of it.
The PREMIER: Quite so.
Mr. Latham: The farmer earns his income
from the land and you tax his tools of trade.
The PREMIER: Everyone who earns
must contribute towards taxation.
The
farmers received a reduction of 48 per cent.
but hon. members do not remind the farmers
of that fact!I
Mr. Latham: Yes, we do.
Mr. Lindsay: Tell us wvhere the money
that enabled a reduction to be made, actually came from.
The PREMIER: It is only when I mention it that hon. members are forced to
make the explanation, and then they say,
"But, of course the money came from some
other source." The money may have come
from the Commonwealth Government, thus
enabling us to reduce taxation, but the Government could have used that money for
purposes other than reducing taxation.
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Surely the Government should receive some
credit for that, although the Federal Govemnient did make the money available to
the State.
1Mr. Latham: What was it made available
for? It was to lessen the burden on the
primary producers.
The PREMUIER: It was not for that purpose at all. No conditions whatever were
attached to the payment.
Mr. Lathamn: Did you read the findings
of the Royal Commission?
The PREMIER: Yes, and no conditions
were attached to them at all.
Mr. Latham: At any rate, it was expected
that the money would be used for that purpose.
The PREMIER: The money was paid beca use of the disabilities Western Australia
had suffered on account of Federation. It
could have been utilised for lessening the
burden on the pearlers in the North-West
or the miners on the goldfields, as well as
for reducing taxation.
Mr. Latham: They all received their share.
The PREMIER: All who were taxpayers
received their share, whether they were farinems, miners, or primary producers of some
other description.
The fact remains that
the Disabilities Grant could have been used
for other purposes had the Oovermmnt so
desired.
Mr. Latham: But that would have been
unpopular. I do not think you could have
done it.
The PREMIER: It could have been done.
Many people were clamouiug for it because
of the disabilities from which they were
supposed to be suffering. I do not mind taking the responsibility for the action of the
Government with regard to the land tax. It
is not a burdensome tax. A year or two
ago, I produced instances to show what the
average thousand-acre settler would pay
under the heading of land tax. The amount
is very small indeed, a mere bagatelle. The
sum paid by the average farmer as land
tax will not affect his financial position except to a small degree.
3Mr. Latham: But it is the total of those
small amounts that creates the farmers' difficulties.
The M1inister for Lands: What is, Your
land worth now?
Mr. Lathamn: .1 know it was difficult for
many of the farmers to raise the money
last year.
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The PREMIER: That was not so, except with respect to those who experienced
a laid season. But those farmers do not experience a bad season every year. I am
aware that there was a partial failure in
parts last year, but, taken all round, the
mn who went on the land during the past
15 or 16 years, took up their holdings without having any money whatever. To-day they
are substantially well off. Had those persons remained in the city as wage earners,
they would still be wvorking for wvages and
'to better off tihan they were'15 or 16 years
ago. To-day they are comparatively well off.
That result has been achieved because of the
generosity of the State, and the assistance
rendered by the State to people who went
oni land without any monley at all.
Mr. Lntlh-im: What do you mean?
'The I'REMfER:
TI'he State iovided
tho money that enabled them to go on the
land.
Air. Latham: But they paid interest on
the money.
The PREMIER :Where is there any other
country in the world in which men, without
any capital whatever, have been able to go
on the land and be financed by the State until they reached a state of prosperityl No
other country in the world approaches Western Australia in the liberality of its laws.
Mr. Lathanm: That is s, but the farmer
repaid the money advanced with interest.
The PREMIJER: Of course, but they
could not have received that assistance in
any other country in the world. Nowhere
else have Governments taken the risk, nor
have private financial institutions.
Mr. Lindsay: But look at the advantages
the State reaped from their laboura.
The PREMIER: The State gets a returr,
from the labours of every man, but many of
those men d4 not T anything out of their
hon'avs for themselves. The State tcts a:
return front those men as well as from the
men on the land.
Mr. Lindsay: We have not said otherwise.
The PREMIER: The men who build the
roads or drive the trains help the farmer,
but those people are not able to make a
competence for themselves unless they are
able to save out of their wages. it is because the State has been more generous than
any other country in the world that the farmers have been able to reach their present
prosperous position. Having regard to what

the State has done for them, the farmers
ought not to grumble when asked to pay a
fair measure of taxation in order that the
State may be able to carry on.
Mir. Lathamn: But the farmers have repaid that floaey, plus interest.
There are many who
The PREMIER:
have not done so. Those who have repaid
were financed by the State in order to give
them a start in life.
Mr. Lindsay: But the juan who is on a
farm is producing wealth that assists
everyone else,
It is as wvell for the
The PREMIER:
farmers to realise that the comtunity as a
whole gains as the result of everyone who
i ogks. Our citizens are lproducers if they
are at work, although they ale not on the
land. The juan who readers services that are
'
aitilnd necessary to enable the farmer
to continue, is a producer just as much as
the farumer himself. The nin who builhds
it railway or build. at road, the man who
drives a train and all these other workers are
also assisting to produce the wheat. Very
often too narrow a viewv is taken of the position by the primary producers. Because
they' are actually ploughing the lad andi
veapig the wheat, they regard themnselve;
;is solely' responsible for that production,
and( fail to realise that others engaged in essential services also play their part in the
production.
Mr. lDavy: Even flit, m~an who draws up
the documentsl
Mr. Lindsay: We will not agree to that.
The PREMIER: Hon. members should
get away' from that narrow point of v'iew.
Everyone who works does his share.
Mr. Lindsay: Buit the farmer keeps the
rest of the State going.
The PREMIER: But he should not overlook the fact that he could not live were it
not for the other people w-ho reside in flte
State.
Mr. Lindsay: And] teY could t,;t exist
without the fanner.
The PREMIER: The lion. mnember knows
that we are all dependent on one another.
The farmer could not live ione without the
people in the city. What could h, do if
he lived 200) miles away with his thousand
acres of wheat arnund izii and nobody else
was doing anything7 What value would it
be to himn!
He would not be produein_
anything worth a penpv.
kr. Lathaml: We till agree with that.

(30 Ovronma, 1.920.]
IThe PREMIIER: The hon. member does
not agree, but always claims something entirely different.
The Minister for Lands: The fanner could
not grow a bushel of wheat without superphosphate.
The PREMIER: Whilst nobody in the
House or oat of it would for a moment detract from the work rendered by the farmers,
it is just as well for them not to get it into
their heads that they are the sole support
of the State, the only people that are contributing to it. Why, the men who have
never put foot on the land, the scientists,
are contributing more towards the production of wheat than is the man who ploughs
the land itself. And the men who carry on
the disagreeable work in the superphosphiate factories atre doing their share towards the production of wheat, and have
much more disagreeable work to do than
has the man who is out on the plough in
the fresh air, The men in the superphosphate factory work harder than do the
farmers and get a jolly sight less for it
than the farmers get.
Mr, Lindsay: 1 do not agree with that
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broader view of this question. Their present yiew is very circumscribed indeed.
Mr. Latham: We are truthful,*anyhow.
The PREMIER: I hope their minda will
widen with the process of the suns: but
I am vecry sceptical about it.
31r. Latham: Why this preaching tontight!
The PREMIER: Because mnembers represeating agricultural districts are badfly in
need of a lecture. The only thing about
it is that I have neglected it too long. They
ought to have lectures more often because,
while they started in a modest way, they
have grown and grown until we hear them
night after night trying to persuade us that
the whole State binges upon them.
Mr. Lindsay: Of course it does.
The PREMIER: They require to get back
to sonic degree of reason in regard to it.
MALr.Lindsay: Flow would you get on
withount agriculturists in Western Australia?9
The PRE.11IER: Daring the next few
]nonths i shall go round and toll the farmers
something of the other side of the picture.
This attitude on the part of member is not
good for the fanner himself, who very often
The PREM.NIER: The superphosphate
is quite content with his lot, is not comworker gets infinitely less than does the
plaining, is fairly weoll off: but when memfarmer, and has to do much more disagree- bers representing agricultural districts go
able work. Let our friends, the primary round to hinr and try to make him disconproducers, not imagine that they are the salt tented, they are the agitators, the bolsheviks,
of the earth. Important as they are in the who are trying to raise discontent in the
scheme of things, they most certainly are farmer, anad who tell him how his land tax
not the salt of the earth. We are not all
has been increased 300 per cent., and talk
dependent on thenm, are not all going to about the Alsatians and the vermin tax.
fall down and starve without them.
Presently the farmer who, before their comMr. Latham: The farmers do not get a ing, had no idea that anything was seriously
44-horYweek, nor do they get three monnths' wrong, becomes dissatisfied. He piles up
things in his mind and they tell him he is
long-service leave.
the worst done-by citizen in the land. If
The PREMIER: I am not sure that they only they would let the farmer alone he
do not get long-service leave.
Go to any would be a very much hap pier man. Those
town in an agricultural district, and you members are the red-raggers of the Primary
will see motor ears there by the score all Producers' Association, out to stir up disday Saturday.
content. They are in the same category as
Mr. Lindsay: The owners came out to those who will stop the wheels of industry
see you.
and fomnent strikes. Those members keep
The PREMIER: They do not work sir, the farmer's mind disturbed with imaginary
days a week every week in the year. They wrongs and gricranees.
M1r. Brown interjected.
have many slack periods when they can enjoy their leisure and come to town and have
The PREMIErR: The member for Pina pretty easy time. They do not work one gelly will have enough to do during the
bit harder than do men spending a 44-hour next few months looking after the new porweek in a factory, but they get a jolly sight tion of his electorate. Without, I hope, bebetter return for their labour. I hope that ing charged with, anything personal, here is
in future farmer members will take a the bon. member himself retired.frcmi farm-

[COUNCIL.]

Farming is so profitable that
he has already retired from active life.
There is the position. Let members representing farming dlistricts leave the farmer

PAPERS-STATE SHPPN

alone. Let them not go around stirring up
strie in the heart of the farmer. Re is all
right if members will tell him the fact,
and not use so muc5j misrepresentation as
they have used upon hinm in the past.
Question put and prassed.
Bill read a second time.

[4.34): 1 mov-

ing pursuits.

Rouse adjourned (it 10.28 p.m.

tcgislative Council,
Thursday, 31.4 October, 1929.

HON

A.

"Kangaroo."

LOVEKIN

(Metropolitan)

That all papers relating to the latest voyage
of the "'Kangaroo,'' particularly with regard
to the events in connection with her crew at
Derby, the subsequent hold-up of the ship at
Fremantle, and the negotiations that resulted.
therefrom, be laid on the Table of the House.
I placed this motion on the Notice Paper
for two reasons. I asked a question of the
Chief Secretary on Tuesday last and received a reply with which 1 am not altogether satisfied. There are two items in it
with which .I am dissatisfied, but I shall
refer to only one of them, I asked the
Chief Secretary what was the cost of conveying the mnen from the Wyndham Meat
Works per U.S. "Centaur" to Fremantle in
consequence of the hold-up of the "Kangaroo." The answer I received wasThew extra ciost of conveying men on "Cea-
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The PRtESIDENT took the Chair at 4.30
p.m. and read prayers.

ASSENT TO Bi1LS.
M1essage from the Deputy Governor received and read, notifying assent to the following Bills: 1, Water Boards Act Amendment.
2, Pearling Act Amendment.
3, Transfer of Land Act Amendment
(No. 1).
BILLr-RESERVES.
Select Committee's Repor$.
lion. A. Lovekin brought up the report
of the select committee appointed to inquire
into the Bill.
Resolved: That the report, together with
the evidence, be printed and taken into consideration when the Bill is dealt with in
Committee.

bu as against passages
garoo,'' was £611.

on

the "Kan-

From information I have -received, that
answer is entirely misleading.
The facts
are that the "Centaur" was paid not £631
but £2,100 in respect of passege money and
some £770 in respect of freight fromn Wyndham.
The Chief Sevretary: The extra cost was
Z611.
Hon. A%.LOA £KiNY: As against carrying thle men by the -Kangaroo"?
The Chief Secretary: Ye.
lion. A. LOVE KiZlN: The, State has paid
to the owners of the *'Centaur" £2,870, and
the "Kangaroo' which has been lying idle
ait the wharf all the time anti earning
nothing, is credited with £2,150, and this
Rouse has been told that the anat of transport iii conniection with the hold-up of the
"Kanigaroo" was £61.1, whereas in fact it
was X(2,870. 1 wish to see the file to ascertain how that camie about, because it is
wrong to credit the "Kangaroo" with £2,159
for being" on Strike ;ii the wharf, while another ship was doing the work and getting
the money. That answer was certainly misleading to the House. These ships belonging
to the State anid foraing part of the State
Shipping Service are not running too profitably. According to the Auditor-General's
report in July, 1927, £595,674 was written
off the capital of th.., State Shipping Sew-

